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A.S. plans
free transit

Taking time

Supervisor
discusses
bus service

Joshua Morro!). left, a freshman in creative arts, I.ina Mayo, a
sophomore in English. and Sam \Minsk.% . a freshman in mechanical

staff photographer
Kendra Luck
engineering, hang out and relax on the lawn in front of Tower Hall.
Morron entertains his friends with a few tunes on the guitar.

KSJS, KSJO battle in Art Quad
lion table.
"It’s changed the apathy that has been recently reported. It takes something like this to
make people be passionate about something."
It there’s any misunderstanding. we did not Sanders said.
By Hazel Whitman
Daily staff writer
However. KSJS General Manager David
mean for them to be shut down. (KSJS’s music)
KSJO’s Friday morning appearance on cam- was turned up really loud and it was bleeding Yohn did not agree with Sanders’ statements.
pus sparked a brief controversy between rock ’n’ over. We want to work with (KSJS people). An"1 do not support the actions taken by KSJS
roll and alternative modern mimic.
thony said. "We told them at least three times be- representatives." Yohn said.
staA table set up by KSJS. the campus radio
Yohn said KSJO was engaged in part of a
fore we called seheduling . "
tion. was moved out of the Art Quad area shortly
Ken Sanders. KSJS assistant public affairs di- "normal" promotion, that the rock station was
after 8 a.m.. after KSJO’s program director coin- rector. said there were three requests by KSJO to not "competing with KSJS.’’
plained to SJSU officials that the campus station the KSJS representatives at the demonstration
Later in the day. three representatives from
was playing music much too loudly .
table in the quad to lower the volume of the sta- KSJS walked to the quad area and spoke with AnSJSU Scheduling Manager Arlene Robison. tion’s public simulcast.
thony. Sanders apologized, and after the two
who received the complaint, told KSJS to turn off
"The third time was a mistake on our part be- shook hands. Anthony invited Sanders to speak
the speaker playing ’ modern" music.
cause we did turn it up loud enough so it could he on the air to KSJO’s listeners. Sanders accepted
"I told I KSJS) to turn off the volume, and heard on KSJO." Sanders said.
the invitation, and \\ interviewed by disc jockey
also told them they were welcome to come back at
Robison said she told the KSJS people their Perry Stone.
table with T-shirts could remain in the quad area.
another time." Robison said.
"Things are fine between the two stations, the
KSJO Program Director Ken Anthony said his but the sound would have to he shut off.
problem now is with a Student Union person.
Quad
station had a permit to broadcast in the Art
About an hour later. Sanders said the music They have said we can’t have any more tables apwas the most important aspect of the demonstra- proved," Sanders said.
fr
8 to I I a.m.

Campus station asked to ’turn it down’

Ad students take campaign on the road
By Vic Vogler
Daily staff writer
Some classwork demands ltmg
hours and sleepless nights. But at
least you can’t he fired for doing it
improperly.
Since February. 14 students from
Advertising 129 have reserved the
power to hire, lire, and contract outside work. As a mock agency. the Sacramento on April 23. If the camgroup will present an ad campaign paign wins there, the group will adtOr Nestle’s Swiss Chocolate in a re- vance to the national competition in
gional competition
with other Los Angeles on June 18.
schools.
"We have a good feeling that
Created from student surnames. we’re going to he there." said
the "agency" ml Branscome. Ridge agency production manager (’harene
and Currin will compete against Luke.
other Northern California schools in
To reach the regional competition.

’We have a good feeling that we’re going to
be (at the national competition).’
Charene Luke,
agency production manager
the group had to heat out 13 other
agencies from the class’ four sections. For six weeks the group created a campaign based on the
"Sound of Music" tune "A Few of
My Favorite Things.’
ageless
timeless.
"It’s
a
(theme)... Luke said. "We needed a
strong jingle. It carries over well

Fullerton says fees only option
University Just wants
to complete Rec Center

’They are still searching
for ways in which they can
reduce the price of the
project.’
Gail Fullerton.
SJSU president

By Jeff Elder
Daily staff writer
The only source for Rec Center cost overruns is
student fees. SJSU President Gail Fullerton told campus media at her semimonthly news conference Friday morning.
However, overruns are being reduced as a result
of analysis by Professional Management Associates,
the firm called in this semester to study the project.
she said.
"They are still searching for ways in which they
can reduce the price of the project." Fullerton said.
Completing the project as quickly and cheaply as
possible is the university’s goal. she said.
The PMA report released in March lists a total
project construction cost of $26.5 million, including
$2.8 million in claims by Roebbelen Construction
that may he reduced.
When students voted on the Rec Center in 1984
they were told it would cost $14.2 million for basic
project construction.
Fullerton said up to $2 million in claims may he
reduced due to the PM A investigation.
Associated Students office holders have been
searching for funding alternatives since Chancellor
See FEES, page 7

from TV to radio.’
Luke said the agency redefined
Nestle’s target market to include
children as well as adults. Children,
she asserted, are the ones with
spending money.
One commercial idea involves a
woman in her late 20s reminiscing
over "a few of my favorite things,"
including Nestle’s Swiss chocolate.
Another spot portrays two little boys
sharing the candy bars along with
other valued items.
Aside from creating commercials.
the agency has delved into other
real -life working conditions. Working some days without sleep, the stuSee AGENCY, page 7

By Jeff Elder
Daily staff writer
When the campus parking garages
begin charging $2 per day nevi semester, the chore of driv inc iii SJSU
through rush-hour trattk and over
downtown potholes will become
even less inviting.
With this in mind, Associated Students executives met Thursday with
Santa Clara County Supervisor Rod
Diridon to discuss a plan that would
allow SJSU students to ride Cal Frans buses free, simply by showing
their student body ideinification
cards.
A.S. President Michael McLennan and Terry McCarthy. vice president and president-elect. met with
Diridon at his office to outline the
plan they hope will go into effect in
spring 1989.
"I feel very optimistic about it,"
Diridon said Friday.
The success of the plan will hinge
on the ability of either President Gail
Fullerton or the A.S. to provide
funds for a pilot project next semester, he said.
Diridon said that once funds are
located he will make the proposal to
the County Transportation Agency
to begin the trial project.
"If the pilot project works, we’ll

it. he said
SicLennan said he hopes the program will encourage students to rely
on public transportation in the future.
"Students who ride transit now
will ride it to work later." he said.
’This is the only way people are
going to really begin taking public
transit seriously
McLennan said he thinks the plan
will take several years to build
steady ridership.
The proposed project will include
a contract between the county.
SJSU’s funding for alternative transit and the A.S.
McCarthy estimated about $10,000 of A.S. funds will go into the
project.
Additional bus routes to SJSU,
bus stops that are closer to campus
and buses that connect to the Light
Rail Transit Mall on Second and St.
James streets will all he part of the
plan. McCarthy said.
Diridon is not SJSU’s district sopci’. stir, hut he is the county’s transit supervisor and is a major proponent of the Light Rail system. which
he said could be part of the plan.
"It’s especially prudent to do this
now because the Transit Mall opens
July 1." he said.
Diridon said advertising in the
Spartan Daily and leaflets distributed
to students and faculty should he part
of the plan, to encourage as many
people as possible to ride the buses.
Leigh Kirmsee, next year’s A.S.
director of California state affairs.
See TRANSIT, page

Supervisor speaks
about child care
By Lisa 1% alker
Daily staff wrtin
care is sad
"The issue
one." said Anna 1,11tio, Sail Mateo
County Supervisor and Denim:relic
candidate for the 12th C’ongressional
District, as she spoke to a small
crowd at SJSU during a forum on
child care.
Eshoo was invited to campus by
the Santa Clara County Democrats in
conjunction with the SJSU Campus
Democrats. to help celebrate the
Week of the Young Child because
"she has an outstanding record when
dealing with child care. She has pioneered private and public pannerships for child care." said Paul
Sonneman. secretary for the Santa
Clara County Young Democrats.
Eshoo said the United States is
below all the industrialited countries
when dealing with child care. "It’s
not because we’ve lost our sense ol
direction or our sense of morality: it
is because it takes two parents to
support a family. We don’t have that
fluff anymore. a white picket fence
and a two-parent home." Eshoo
said.
She said we must realim that
many years ago child care was a welfare issue, but now it is an economic

Anna Eshoo
salt Mato, Count% utpermor
deterrent for fatuities and employers.
The supervisor said 50 percent of
mothers with school -age children
work, which brings about more
"latch key kids ’ and a greater need
for quality child care, she said.
Eshoo says she uses the word quality
frequently , "because all too many
See ESHOO, page 7

Student’s package design wins award
By Douglas Alger
Daily staff writer
SJSU student Ken Shaw is $2.00
richer thanks to his package design
for a Conair Hair Dryer.
Conair supplied 700 hair dryers to
industrial technology majors nationwide, including Shaw. for the Pacific Coast National Paperbox and
Packaging Association Contest.
Contestants were asked to design
and create a prototype package for
the hair dryers, as well as to implement the Conair logo.
"The main purpose. of course, is
to establish better communication
between the industry and the university," said Edwin Mozley, executive
vice president of Pacific Coast National Paperbox and Packaging.
"It took a lot of picturing in my
mind to come up with what I
wanted." Shaw said. He worked 2-3
weeks on the winning prototype.
Carol Inbody and Penney Law
were awarded second and third, respectively. out of 13 SJSU competitors. Both students reported being
pleasantly surprised with the end results of their packages.
"In my 12 years this was the hardest job with this group (of entries)
we’ve ever had to judge," said
Robin Clark, president of 0.E.

Clark Paper Flux.
"Every one of these could appear
on the shelves." said Milton Tuitt.
structural designer for Fidelity Packaging.
Local box makers volunteered
their time to judge the SJSU compe-

tition. which took place Thursday
morning.
"We take time out and do this because we think it’s good for the industry," Clark said.
Shaw’s product will compete next
See PACKAGE, page S

A pathway to success?
Stanford University hovers to the
In Depth ’88
northwest. Some
60 miles to the north.
University of California at Berkeley does
the same. And closer
to home, Santa Clara
University stands as a
AFTER SJSU:
reminder that we are
not alone here.
A
FUTURE IN THE VALLEY?
From throughout
1,1 pr’l
hk
MI.!,
1,1111111,1I
the country, diplomaclutching graduates of
prestigious universiconsidered a minor leaguer by
ties make their way to the Golden
State. many setting their sights on some, hut with graduates who
also long for success. For some,
Silicon Valley.
the hinging translates into reality.
In the middle of it all sits
In Depth 18/Pages 4, 5 mil IL
SJSU, a humble public institution
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Someone pass the Pepto,
I’ve got a case of Geraldo
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Don’t call them
’junior’ colleges
SliltX transferring it SJSU as a junior last all, I
have heard several derogatory remarks about coin
munity colleges.
"I was smart enough to go straight to a four
year school." someone said. Others differemiatc
between "junior colleges and "quality insult!
lions.
What’s to say that people who choose to spend
S50 per semester for their lower-division classes are
less intelligent than those who spend more than

Some use community colleges as a place to
shop around for a major. Once they decide what
they want to do. they
can choose a fouryear school vs ith an
especially strong department for that
major.
11, IP 4
But others don’t
have a choice. It’s a
community college
or nothing. The low
tuition and entrance
requirements allow
lower -income people
Katarina
and those who didn’t
Jonholt
graduate from high
schixil to get job
training or the academic skills they need to tran.icr
to a four-year college.
Contrary to popular prejudice, and luckily for
those of us who don’t have wealthy parents to finance our education, community colleges generally
are "quality institutions."
The California State University Board of Trustees issues an annual report that compares the performances of community college transfer students
and students who attended a CSU college from the
beginning.
The latest report cos ers those who transferred in
the fall of 1986 and continued in the spring of 1987.
Anne Golseth. dean of students at Ohlone College
in Fremont, said the average Ohlone transfer student had a grade point average of 2.656. compared
to 2.64 for the average "native" CS!.) student. The
figures speak for themselves.
I attended Ohlone for two years and, after a semester and a half at SJSU. I haven’t seen any difference in the quality of education between the two
schools. If anything, at Ohlone it was easier to get
personal advice and help with classes since I often
ran into my teachers on the small campus.
The instructors, many of them professors. were
no less informed or dedicated. In fact, several had
previously taught at prestigious institutions and preferred the intimate student -teacher relationships at
Ohlone.
Being a journalism major. I had the opportunity
to spend four semesters on the Ohlone Monitor
staff, whereas if I had attended SJSU from the beginning I would not have been able to get hands-on
experience until the third year. When I came here
and began taking upper-division journalism classes,
much of it was repetition.
Every year. the California Newspaper Publisher’s Association offers scholarships to journalism students based on their writing skills. The competition is open to sophomores at two-year and
four-year schools alike. Because community college students get more experience at an earlier
stage, they usually take the top awards.
This year, the four 52.000 scholarships went to
community college students as did five of the six
"Recognitions of Excellence."
Community colleges make higher education accessible to a wide range of people. It should he in
everyone’s interest to have a population of educated. thinking, self-supporting individuals. Those
who rate schools on price and prestige are missing
the point.
I used to say that Ohlone was "as good a place
as any to get your first two years out of the way." I
don’t say that anymore. It was a very good place to
start a college education.
I received an associate of arts degree in June of
1987. The diploma may be mounted on cheap, im
itation leather, hut the knowledge and experience I
gained are invaluable.

IT TAKES 2 HEAP
OF KITCHEN CABINET
DOLLARS TO MAKE
A BEL AIR HOUSE
OUR HOME
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Reach out and punch someone
San Jose State University has a
new phone system! Oh, joy. . .
Had Alexander Graham Bell
known what he was getting society
into with the creation of the telephone, the inventor might have
scrapped the whole project.
Consider the telephone. Deceivingly labeled as a convenience, the
telephone is a device that screams
for immediate attention. Rrrring is a
phone’s way of saying "Answer me
Now! With
such an immature
"me -first" attitude. how has the
telephone managed to become so
popular? (Then again, maybe that’s
why it is so popular in the 80s.)
SJSU’s newest toy is not everything the powers-that -be could have
hoped for. Instead of the easy-to-use
phone system, answering service,
and paperwork saver that students
and faculty were promised, a complicated, confusing, and often inaccessible phone system has somehow
been installed. The stuff of dreams is
now the nightmare of reality.
The university’s solution? Have.
people take another class! Pardon
my ignorance. but why should students, faculty, and employees waste,
I mean, spend, their valuable time
learning what was supposed to be
simple and convenient in the first
place?
If it is any consolation, the university’s independent phone system is
no more bewildering than those of
the big name phone companies.

Douglas Alger
Thanks to the breakup of the Ma
Bell dynasty, consumers now have a
choice as to which company and accompanying deficiency they will
have to deal with.
Pacific Bell entices the public
with
heart -tugging commercials
while taking the public’s money with
wallet -tugging rate hikes. No wonder "Reach out and touch someone"
is their slogan: they’ve touched their
customers’
pocketbooks
often
enough.
A.T.& T. (you know - the one
whose logo bears an uncanny resemblence to the "Star Wars" Death
Star) tries to impress its customers
with politeness. "Thank you for
using A.T.& T." does not make
amends for outrageous billing rates.
The right choice indeed. . . .
MCI’s "communication services
for the next 100 years" should be
amended to read "debts for the next
100 years," as they, too, are expen-

sive. Sprint shares MCI’s clains of
costing less than Pacific Bell, as
long as you don’t mind entering your
4,372-digit access code. Dialing is
often longer than the call.
Hearing a pin drop across the
country is nifty -swift, but with the
cost of long distance being what it is,
you can buy a box of pins for the
price of a one minute call.
Hang on it gets better.
When you receive your bill (one
of the few things in life to arrive
promptly every month is your phone
bill). you are buried in repetitive paperwork. Case in point: Last week, I
received my phone bill from a certain long distance phone company
that shall remain nameless.
As long distance phone calls are
detrimental to a starving college student’s budget, my phone bill tends to
he rather inexpensive. With only two
long distance phone calls for the
month, both of which were to Modesto at that. I was sent no less than a
nine -page bill!
Each page listed the two calls and
totalled their costs in some format or
another. Maybe I’m a little slow, but
nine pages?! No wonder calls are so
high; the consumer is paying for excess paperwork and postage.
Whichever phone company finally
manages to get its act completely together. and develop a low-cost,
hassle-free, high quality telephone
service, is bound to clean up. There
has got to be a better way.

Letters to the Editor
Change SUBOD now
Editor,
Controversy regarding the ratio
and power of students vs. non -students on the Student Union Board of
Directors has recently generated
headlines in the Spartan Daily. As a
former member of SUBOD. I would
like to offer some observations on
this issue.
First. I wholeheartedly agree that
the composition of SUBOD needs to
be changed. Although students constitute a slim 10-to-8 majority, the
dynamics of the board are such that
non-student members have historically exercised an inordinate amount
of power and control over SUBOD
decision -making, particularly with
regard to the Student Union Recreation and Events Center fiasco.
Student members on SUBOD
have perennially been at a disadvantage on the board, which is not reflected in their numbers. The lack of
historical background due to their
status as a transient population, combined with the tendency of the non student members to portray themselves as experts are two of the main
factors contributing to this disadvantage.
During my tenure on SUBOD I
witnessed the manipulation of students by non -students on a regular
basis. It was my experience that access to information for making informed decisions was directly related to whether or not the students
supported the aims of the administration.
While changing the composition
of SUBOD is not the only solution to
such problems, it is a step in the
right direction. Under the circumstances, the proposal to add two or
three students to SUBOD is both
proper and fitting.
The students on SUBOD should
also consider decreasing the number
of non -students on the board. My
’

pone the inevitable death.
Unfortunately, (for me on a personal level)
AIDS is always fatal!
I) Common sense measures. One
would be advised to follow these regardless of HIV status. Limit use of
all drugs
prescription, recreational and alcohol. Exercise, rest
properly and eat properly. It’s sad to
say hut even these basics are being
neglected. Although some groups
say that addiction and HIV infection
are two separate issues, this has
never been true, and as more and
more heterosexuals are infected, the
connection between the two will become more obvious.
2) Legitimate medical treatment.
The drug AZT is licensed for People
with AIDS (PWA’s). Some doctors
are even prescribing it for those who
are only HIV infected. The federal
government has set up numerous
AIDS treatment and evaluation units
(ATEUs). The closest one is at
Stanford Medical Center. These
were set up to expediate the testing
of AIDS drugs.
3) Unorthodox treatment. Numerous PWA’s have turned to Louise
Hay and other metaphysical teachers, herbalists. accupuncturists or to
other mystical treatments (i.e. crystals).
4) The illegal. Many PWA’s are
going to Mexico to buy the drug
"Ribivrin." while others are importing AL72 I from West Germany,
some are going to Paris or Israel
seeking treatment, and what is truly
sad is that many are choosing suicide
(the suicide rate for PWA’s is higher
than for any other terminal illness.)
Steps can be taken
I stand by what I said. AIDS is
Editor.
fatal, but there are certain measures
On Monday, April II. I was one can take to postpone death, or at
called to task for an apparent misun- the least, make it less painful.
derstanding of a statement I had
made. The statement, as I recall it,
Jim Walters
was that if a person is in some stage
Academic Senator
of HIV infection there are certain
Freshman
istory
measures that one can take to post-

recommendation is that in addition
to adding two students to SUBOD
(bringing the total to 12) that at least
two non -student positions be eliminated (this would leave six non -students.)
The rationale for this is that students, and only students, are obliged
to pay a mandatory Student Union
fee to cover the cost of paying for the
construction of the Student Union.
Furthermore, it is primarily student
fees, and income generated from students, that subsidize what would
otherwise be enormous operating
losses for the facility. (Each student
pays $10 per semester to retire the
cost of construction, and $9 per semester to balance the Student Union
budget, whether they use the union
or not.)
If these changes were to occur, the
administration, faculty and community would still retain representation
on the board. The biggest difference
is that in the future SUBOD will
more likely reflect the will of the students rather than an administration
rubber stamp.
Recent revelations of multi -million dollar mistakes should make it
clear that the status quo is not acceptable and changes must be made.
Other students who concur and have
suggestions can make them known
by calling their student representatives (924-6240) or by attending
SUBOD meetings held every other
Tuesday at 3 p.m. in the Student
Union Guadalupe Room.
Lawrence Dougherty
Former SUBOD Student Member

was absolutely the last time I will ever,
That
ever watch a Geraldo Rivera-instigated television program again.
Please, somebody, get that guy off the tube. Is
there anyone out there who watched "Murder" last
Wednesday, and stayed tuned all the way through?
I turned off the television after that overblown nothing of a (I hate to use this word to describe him)
. -journalist started in on the woman who left her
child out to die.
But the thing is, we really could have learned
something if Geraldo had bothered to put some effort into research for his "special."
We could have gained some insight into the motives, emotions and state of mind of people who
have committed one of the ultimate crimes. What
might we have learned if Charles Manson could
have been induced to give some serious answers?
Instead. Geraldo baited and teased Manson into
preforming his usual wild-eyed lunatic routine.
"Charlie" has been the subject of numerous
studies and enlightened discussion, including a
speaking tour that Vincent Bugliosi hosted, and
spoke at, a number of years after the Tate-LaBianca
murders.
It was Bugliosi who served as prosecutor during
Manson’s trial, and the lecture that he gave about
Manson’s conduct during the trial was riveting.
Part of the evening involved a screening of the
made -for-television special that re-enacted the killings.
That lecture took place in 1978, but I can recall
most of what Bugliosi said. I got a sense of what it
must have been like to have been part of such a dramatic and significant event. I felt I left the auditorium that evening better informed, and with a
greater understanding of human nature.
Geraldo’s shabby little crusade to sensationalize
murder was not in any way the same sort of program as the Bugliosi presentation. We didn’t learn
from Geraldo’s show; we gawked at it. Like a
hawker at a seamy midway freak -show, Geraldo
put his prizes on display. to the sick fascination of
the less intellectual masses.
Not that it isn’t a natural response to be fascinated by the horrible or the bizarre. Who hasn’t
slowed down at a traffic accident, looking but hoping not to see the blood and the gore? Be honest
now, didn’t you feel somehow dirtier, or less good
for having done that?
In the wild, primate behavior studies have demonstrated a kind of danger-fascination response.
When frightened or startled, arboreal primates will
take to the trees. But as mon as they feel safe, they
pause and turn curiously to see what it was that
caused the panic. I think the human act of looking
at traffic accidents comes out of this same behavior.
Sort of like the moment between alarm and action.
when our fight or flight reflex kicks in.
"Murder" viewers who had hoped to see
But
Manson, to hear him discuss his crime, his
life, his ideas, were let down in a big way.
And letdown seems lobe the best way to describe
every one of Geraldo’s so-called specials. Remember Al Capone’s vault? How he found nothing but
trash after two hours of filler that did not cover a
single new point or idea? Even the speculation
about what might be found in the empty space behind the wall was shallow and without substance.
Then there was the great anti -drug expose that
gave us Gerald, pushing into people’s homes, hot
on the heels of the police as they futilely searched
tbr criminals to arrest. Another good one, Gerald.
I wonder how the lawsuits filed against him by
some of his subjects turned out?
And now Gerald() has given us one more nothing to add to his running tally. Well. I didn’t watch
the first two programs all the way through, and
"Murder" was no exception. Really. I think the
guy is just plain rude. How was it he introduced
that woman? Something like, "Here is a woman
who committed the worst crime conceivable."
Give me a break here, Geraldo. Did it make you
feel good like a tough, hard hitting news-dude to
browbeat that woman? Her tears were for herself
and her child. Remorse will be with her all of her
life. We weren’t asked or expected to forgive, or
even pity that sad person. But we also didn’t get
any insight or understanding from the questioning
she endured. So what was the point?
My guess is, had Manson acted on his threat to
beat the "heck" out of Geraldo, the guards would
have been all over him in seconds. So why did Gerald() feel like he had to preen, baiting, "Yeah,
you’d last about three minutes with me."?
False bravado is not one of the attributes that
most professional journalists aspire to build in
themselves. Nor are they interested in stories that
profess to examine serious social issues, while in
reality merely sensationalize the more lurid aspects
of them.
What "Murder" seems to have been was another pitiful hid for glory from a low -class hack
who needs to see himself as the great reporter at any
cost. Gerald() need not pretend to be a reporter anymore. He’s more like heartburn, you have a hard
timeignoring it. but you always wish it was gone.
Russ Baggerly is the Asistant Forum page
editor, which, despite being a nasty job, is still
better than being a TV talk show host, or worse,
a liberal. Russ Never Sleeps appears every Monday.

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily wants your comments, criticisms and suggestions, in the
form of eloquent letters to the editor.
These can be on any topic. However personal attacks and letters in poor taste will
not be published.
Letters must bear the writer’s name,
major, phone number and class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on
the second floor of Dwight Bentel Hall or
to the Student Union information desk.
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Softball sweeps double-header
By Kathy White
Deity staff writer
SJSU’s softball coach Kathy Strahan got what she asked for.
Before Thursday night’s double
header against San Diego State.
Strahan said she wanted the team to
sweep the two games and her Spar
tans did with 3-1, 4-0 wins.
The Aztecs, now 6-12 in the
PCAA and 20-21 overall. had just
two hits in each of the games. SJSt I
finished with six hits in the first
game and eight in the second as the
Spartans upped their record to 8-10
in the conference and 19-1Koverall.
"We did exactly what we wanted
to," Strahan said. "Our pitching
came through and we had a good de
fensive effort."
In the first win. SJSU came out
strong. scoring its first run in the
second inning. Both teams were
scoreless in the third before San
Diego State scored a run in the top of
the fourth to tie the game.
We loaded the bases and that
was our only real slip," Strahan
said. "They scored a run and I
started to get concerned. I told the
team that this was the conference ratings that were at stake and we
needed a sweep here and they got
fired up then."
So tired up that they scored two
runs in the bottom of that inning and
held the Aztecs scoreless for the rest
of the game to win it.
"We really did a good job. Straban said. "We had good defense and
just really put it together."
Gale Dean (4-4, 10-7) pitched the
two-hitter tossing two strikeouts in
the win.
Top hitters in that first game were
center fielder Jill Dolce who had two
RBI on her single in the fourth inning and Janice Richner, Tami
Rudd, Kelli Moulden, Laurie Morgenthal and Christy Eustice all had
hits. Morgenthal scored two of the
team’s three runs.
"Jill got us some clutch hits when
we needed them." Strahan said.
-We have set the goal that whenever
we get a player in scoring position,
we score them and we did that."
Strahan went on to say that the
team did start out slow, but has definitely matured as a ball club.
"We’re learning to bend without
breaking," she said. "Earlier in the
year we would just break."
The second game wasn’t as close
with the Spartans winning 4-0.
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SAN MATH) tAP)
tor who claims he vi IS llc(Il IS
miming S26 iS Ni hCl’fIllSe ut
Ludt) computer at l(,iy teadily,.
race track is suing Is he payoff’
Peter Frankel. a San Mateo real
estate investor, also seeks interest
and damages for a real estate deal
lin says he could not complete
w ’Mout the S265,0011 in hand. He
I ied the suit Thursday in San
Mateo County Superior Court.
According to Frankel. he put
down 59,6041 in cash on a Pick
Nine pari-mutuel wager last June

Manager Cal Ripken was in uniform, in his office, filling out Baltimore’s lineup card last Tuesday
when he abruptly learned that he was
no longer in charge of that particular
detail for this particular team. When
the Orioles took the field that night
against Kansas City, the manager
was Frank Robinson.
This is significant for two reasons:
Ripken became the earliest managerial casualty in baseball history, losing his job after just six games. And
Robinson became baseball’s only
black manager. Again.
Baseball, often criticized for its
failure to hire minorities in significant front office and field positions,
now has a black manager for the fifth
time. Robinson also was the first and
fourth on that select list.
Commissioner Peter Ueberroth.
sensitive to the continuing criticism
of baseball’s hiring policies. applauded Robinson’s appointment.
"I was pleased in (Baltimore
owner) Ed Williams. that he believes
in the man.’’ the commissioner said.
"I’ve told people, ’Don’t bring in
anyone you don’t believe in. because
then you have tokenism."
The irony. however, is that Robinson was available to he Haiti-

immoriJ
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Ron Green - Dad y staff

"We just hit the ball with more
authority in this game." Strahan
said. "They never threatened and
were never really even a factor in the
game. It was more a question of
when and how we would score."
The locals had eight hits in the
game with Morgenthal, Tina Roberts, Angie Laolagi and Dolce each
picking up two hits. Roberts
knocked in three runs while Laolagi
knocked in the other. Both nailed
triples.
Strahan, who said the team mall!.
made the win look easy, was overl
pleased with the team’s effort in the
second game.
"We are really maturing as a team
and I think is showing." Strahan
said.
Strahan cited the defense for its
outstanding play, singling out short
stop Tiffany Cornelius.
"I made a change in the line-up
and gave her the job of shortstop and
it has really made a difference
We’re playing almost errorless ball

IllOte’s
manager because Ite 55.1s
passed over for a number of front of.
lice jobs last fall, including the
Orioles’ general manager post.
A month after Williams dismissed
longtime Baltimore GM Hank Pet
ers. Robinson was rumored as the
successor. The job went instead Ili
Roland Hemond. a experienced vet
eran baseball executive. and Robin
son was named special assistant to
the president, a newly created pool
with undefined responsibilities. Thai
presented intriguing possibilities
when the Ripken-Rohinson dugout
switch took place last week.
New York Mets manager Dave!.
Johnson. a longtime teammate 01
Robinson’s during their playing ii
in Baltimore. smiled tnischievinro
"Let me get this straight." he said
"Did Ripken retire or did Frank lire
him and take over?
The firing, however, came from a
higher authority than Robinson. "It
was my decision. Hemond said.
Williams committed the O’s to an
aggressive affirmative action campaign after baseball was embarrassed
by ex -Los Angeles general manager
Al Campanis comments of blacks.
’I’ll take second place to no one
in the United States on my sensitivity to racial justice.’’ he said.
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and that’s a key position Ill IhRe errorless ball," Stnihan said. "The
change has made the club stronger."
Roberts 13-1. 6-51 pitched and
matched Dean’s two -hitter of the
first game besides batting in three of
the runs.
"San Diego had a long drive and
they did come out working positively. hut I think they were hoping

or alltili1C1
Strahan said. I
think the gave up after we took
early lead in the second game.
Tuesday the Spartans will go
south to face the third -ranked team
in the nation, Fresno State.
’We’re hoping to split dpaiti,1
them,’’ Strahan said
NA lust so II
to continue playing as kk ell as w.
have
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Get two full-color passport photos
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Are You Good Enough To Join
The Best In The Nuclear Field’?

kinkoss
MISSION
VALLEY

$1.00 OFF ANY OF OUR DELICIOUS 1/4 LB.

I

I

INSTANT
PASSPORT PHOTOS

SAVE A BUCK 1

The Navy operates the most advanced nuclear equipment in the world.
Including more than half the nuclear reactors in
America. The men who maintain and operate those
reactors have to be the best. That’s why officers
in the Nuclear Navy get the most extensive and
sophisticated training in the world.
College Juniors and Seniors who qualify
y
for the program can earn over SI,000 a
s.
month while still in school.
After graduation, as a Navy officer,
you receive a year of graduate -level
training unavailable anywhere else at
any price. You become a highly trained member of an elite group with vital responsibilities and growing career potential.
To qualify, you must be a U.S. citizen between 19 and 26 years of age,
working towards or have earned a bachelor’s or master’s degree. You must
have also completed a minimum of one year each of calculus and calculus based physics with a "II" average or better.
You can submit an application as soon as you’ve completed your
sophomore year in college. If you think you’re good enough to join the
best in the nuclear field, find out. The Navy will be conducting interviews
with Sophomores. Juniors and Seniors on Wednesday. April 20 at the
Career Placement and Planning Center. Sign up now!
For more information call collect (415)452-2900.
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In Depth ’88 After SJSU: A Future in the Valley?

Pursuing Personal Prosperity
For determined graduates,
dreams can become reality
s( 1) I I

HAMILTON, In Myth ’Ns

success.
Ask a thousand people what the word means, and you’re
likely to get a thousand different answers, particularly if those
people are students harboring hopes of obtaining it and fears that it
may elude them.
To some, it means material things a $60,000 salary, a
white BMW 635csi and a beach-front condominium on Maui. To
others, it means recognition through achievements in work and in
"perks," as they’re sometimes called. For others still,
life
success means something more personal, simply being happy
regardless of one’s surroundings.
For many students, success, regardless of its meaning, is a
seemingly unachievable goal, something which, diploma or no
diploma, will come only in dreams.
For some SJSU graduates, the dreams become reality.
Scott Clark left SJSU in May 1985 with a
bachelor’s degree in accounting to show for
his efforts. Even before graduation, he was
interning in the tax departipent of a large
accounting firm, KMG Main Hurdman.
At the time. Clark was making $8.50 an
hour. ’I thought that was living," he says.
chuckling as he recalls those early days.
This July. when raises are handed out at
the Peal Marwick Main & Co. office in
Sacramento where Clark works as a senior
tax specialist, he expects to top $30.000.
Clark’s wife and high school sweetheart.
Elaine. who took one class at SJSU while
obtaining her teaching credential from Santa
Clara University. also works, adding to the
couple’s income.
The Clarks are happy with much of what
they found in Sacramento. From their twobedroom, two-bathroom townhouse, Scott is
only Si7( miles from work, an easy 10-minute
commute. Their rent is $445 a month.
Three years after graduation. things are
looking good for Scott. and barring a
catastrophe. they’re likely to get better. He
feels management is a real possibility, and
beyond that. maybe even a partnership.
Closer to home. SJSU alumna Kimberft
Hanesworth has managed to parlay a
summer job at Galaxy Realty Investment
Consultants in Fremont into a career as a real
estate agent.
In the 10 months since receiving her
bachelor’s degree in finance. Hanesworth
has already managed to surpass her first -year
earning goal. which exceeds the salaries
averaging $20.(148) she saw offered to
finance majors like herself.
Hanesworth leek uncomfortable
discussing her earnings, as a large proportion
of them exist for now only on paper. tied up
in escrow But just as important to her is the
freedom of being self-employed. "I want to
be the controller of my time.’’ she says.
Fora go-getter like Haneswonh, setting
her own schedule generally means working
long hours, but she likes it that way. When

Julie Bennett In Depth 88
Prosperous graduates: Scott Clark,
above, is a tax specialist in Sacramento,
and Kimberly Hanesworth, left, is a real
estate agent working in Fremont.

she chooses to take time out, there is a close
network of friends in San Jose to support
her. Among them is SJSU alumnus David
Leiser. Hanesworth’s boyfriend of 41/2 years.
Someday. Hanesworth may slow down
long enough to get married and raise a
family, but for now she is content. "Work’s
fun for me," she says. "That’s why I work
six or seven days a week."
Like the individuals themselves, the
experience of each SJSU graduate is unique.
But some things, like graduation anxiety, are
all but universal.
Students nearing the end of their
scholastic careers often find themselves

wondering: Will there be room for me’?
Where’? In what field? And will I be happy’?
Alumni, even those who excel. remember
those pressures with the advantageous
perspective of time.
For Hanesworth, going into her chosen
field was almost instinctual. Raised in a
family where realty was the bread and butter.
she obtained her license while working
toward a marketing degree. It was then that
she began closing summer escrows.
During that time. Hanesworth recognized
limitations in the career opportunities for
business majors. Realizing she enjoyed
selling property, she began to see it as a

Valley still welcomes new entrepreneurs
By JUDI I H EAUGH F. In Depth ’titi
the 1970s, Santa Clara Valley was the
In
entrepreneurial center of the country..
Companies named Atari. Activision and
Apple helped the area’s computer industry
take off, and the California valley which
had once been known fiw its agricultural
production became recognized as the hightech capital of the world.
"Ten years ago if you wanted to he a
developer of a business in the Santa Clara
Valley. you had to go out of your way not
to make money. but that’s not true today,"
said Mike Kohler. president of the Togo’s
Eatery chain and a former SJSU student.
The local economy, bureaucracy.
education and a growing population have
affected the valley’s business environment,
he said. These factors haven’t necessarily
made the valley a less desirable place to
start a business, just a inure difficult one.
The success of computer companies
produced a growth of support businesses to
serve them and their well -paid employees.
But as the computer industry slowed down.
companies quietly faded and folded.
"The Santa Clara Valley operates on a
cyclical effect," Kohler said.
It goes through stages of rise and decline.
he said. Although today’s opportunities
may he more limited than those a decade
ago. Kohler said he believes the valley is a
good place to start a husiness."It may not
he as ideal as it once was, hut it is still one
of the best areas in California. .
The valley has survived, and business in
Santa Clara County continues to increase,
said Pauline Millard. associate director of
economic development with the San Jose

career option, changing the concentration of
her studies to finance.
After receiving her diploma. Hanesworth
began a half-hearted search for employment.
"I was extremely discouraged. I was
looking for jobs that dealt directly with
finance, and I was never in love with my
major," she says. "I did not want to get a
job to get a job."
It only took three weeks for her to realize
what she wanted had been there all along.
Having made her decision, Hanesworth
returned to Galaxy. Doing so allowed her to
work in the profession of her choice.
surrounded by people she felt comfortable
with. But since she chose to continue living
in San Jose. it also meant fighting commute
traffic on Interstate 880.
"I don’t want to isolate myself, to become
completely focused on my job," she says.
"I would rather spend an extra 15 minutes or
half an hour commuting to my living
environment."
Unlike Haneswonh, some people are
unwilling to accept local highway hassles.
no matter what the rewards. For Clark, it
was the relative absence of commute traffic
in Sacramento. coupled with a lower cost of
living, that prompted him to relocate.
"I never really thought about anywhere
else in California except San Jose," he says.
"When we started looking in the paper at the
cost of housing and the rents. I thought. ’We
can’t afford not to move here.’ ’
As Clark was considering a transfer from
the San Jose office where he had earlier
worked as an intern, KMG Main Hurdman
was on the brink of merging with another
firm, Peat Marwick Mitchell & Co. Had he

’The Santa Clara Valley
is full of start-ups. It just
takes one good idea.’

that no one else did cheap quality
sandwiches, made-to-order his business
skyrocketed. He also credits the success oi
Steve Rumberg.
his Togo’s chain to hard work. luck and a
SJSU senior and entrepreneur
gtxxl business atmosphere.
"The healthy economic nature coincided
She, like Kohler, said the Santa Clara
with the explosive growth of the valley."
Valley was a good place to begin. "I
he said. "It’s been a good spawning
couldn’t have started in a small community.
ground."
Kohler was one semester from
I needed the clientele.
"The next couple of years will be good.
graduating with a psychology degree from
San Jose is blossoming. My concern is that
SJSU in 1971 when he wandered into a
this
area is going to turn into another LA. I
small sandwich shop on East William Street
don’t want to see the big growth this area is
for lunch. In the window was a for sale
creating. Yet. I don’t want to limit it
sign. He decided this was a unique
opportunity, so with a family inheritance he either."
bought the shop "for next to nothing."
people believe the only
"We started out with used Sears
Many
refrigerators," Kobler said. "I remember
successful businesses that start
while the overall economic outlook playing Frisbee in front of the store and
here are electronics and computer
But
is positive, growth will slow down in running in the back entrance when someone firms. But the valley is a good place to start
1988 and 1989. Tedesco said.
would walk in. It was very humble."
with a good idea because people are fairly
"We’ll have a slowdown in consumer
receptive to try new things, she said.
He said he was fortunate to make out as
spending. There will still be an increase,
well as he did, and doubts whether he could
Others, however, don’t see the valley in
but not as much as other years."
such a positive light.
do the same thing if given the opportunity
Tedesco said he believes much of the
to
get
through
the
lucky
today. "I was very
"It’s a terrible place." said Paul
excitement about new ventures and ideas
Anderson. a 1986 SJSU graduate and
first five years. They were pretty lean."
has died. "The entrepreneurial spirit that
In 1974. Kobler opened a second Togo’s partner in 1906 Inc.. which owns Players
took hold of Santa Clara County came out
Big Game Pizza in Santa Clara. "No one
in Campbell which surpassed the sales of
of spin-offs from existing companies,
the original store within six months.
here wants to work."
People with a great deal of knowledge who
"My goal was to have a multiple -unit
Anderson said because of the wealth in
realized the need for a new product or
operation of about six stores," he said.
the area, the true value of work and money
service started their own companies."
With 114 Togo’s shops, his business has
has been lost.
Today, people start a business because
far surpassed his original expectations.
"There is an overabundance of people
they want inure independence, a better
who are affluent or think they should he,"
Another SJSU student. Susan
or
something other than an ordinary O’Donnell. found little difficulty starting
income
he said. "You can live on nothing. The
job, he said. In previous years,
her own business. Almost immediately
Indians did. and I guess the transients and
entrepreneurs simply thought of how to do
the homeless manage to live on nothing,
after graduating in 1978. she opened a
things easier, quicker or better, and felt the
too."
restaurant design service in Los Gatos with
need to accomplish something.
Because people in Santa Clara Valley are
her talent, an interior design degree and a
Kohler said because he offered a product
so money -oriented. businesspeople have to
$750 loan from her mother.

Chamber ol Commerce.
The county’s 4.2 percent unemployment
rate compares favorably to California’s 7
percent rate. Millard said.
"We have a pawl economic base."
Millard said. "Whether the employment
rate is the result of new businesses creating
employment opportunities or old businesses
increasing their number of employees or a
combination is difficult to say."
In any case, the low rate means that
people in the valley have money to spend.
which is good news for potential
entrepreneurs.
Steve Tedesco. San Jose Chamber of
Commerce executive vice president, also
believes the county gives businesses a
chance at success.

).

waited any longer, his move might have
been blocked by a personnel freeze. Acting
quickly, with his high school sweetheart and
fiancee, Elaine Nalty, completing her
teaching credential at Santa Clara, Clark
headed north.
When he got there, his next salary
increase rivaled what it would have been in
San Jose. The rent on his first apartment
was an added bonus.
$305 a month
In August. Elaine and Scott were married.
Though his new bride had once expressed
concern about what she felt were poor job
prospects in San Jose, Clark said things
haven’t been much better in Sacramento.
Even after finding a job teaching sixth.
seventh and eighth graders at a Catholic
school. Clark said his wife sometimes gets
bored with her new surroundings.
"What has been difficult for her is that she
doesn’t have any friends here. and I’ve been
working a whole lot of hours, which leaves
her at home alone." he says. "Time is such
a tremendous commodity for me. I just don’t
have enough of it."
Back in San Jose. Hanesworth describes a
similar situation. Though she likes to play in
the South Bay, her activities center around
"touching base" with friends. And getting
home early.
"Life after graduation isn’t as glamorous
as most people think." she says. "I thought
being a student was very difficult. Being a
student is luxurious."
Obviously, not every SJSU graduate
prospers as Hanesworth and Clark have. But
in each case, the successful businessperson
of today was once, as Hanesworth puts it, a
"dime a dozen undergraduate, with
insecurities to match
Finding a niche is crucial. Hanesworth
said. After that, perseverance is what sets
you apart from the crowd. "You set goals,
you stick by them even though it’s tough,
and when something falls through, you don’t
let that weigh you down."

be aggressive in the market. Anderson said.
He suggests that future entrepreneurs
stay away from Sunnyvale and Santa Clara
and head toward growing communities like
Morgan Hill and Gilroy. Besides paying
cheaper rent, a business csin establish itself
as a part of the community if it starts when
the city is just beginning to grow. he said.
But the real key to a successful business
is understanding people. Anderson
believes. "You can teach a chimp business
You can hire an accountant anywhere. No
one can make you feel or care about people
but yourself.
The valley is a good place to start if the
market can support the business. said Steve
Rumberg. an SJSU senior majoring in
business management and a co-partner in
Ability Systems, a software company in
Monterey.
Companies need to start where they have
a market, Rumberg said. For example, if a
company has a new type of snowplow, then
it won’t want to market it in the Santa Clara
Valley. But a new computer program could
do very well. It all depends on the product.
"The Santa Clara Valley is full of startups. It just takes one good idea. In this
area, there are a lot of engineers and smart
people with good ideas." he said.
Rumberg’s idea came about while
computer consulting for individual
businesses when he was attending junior
college. Romberg created an accounting
program for an owner of a picture frame
shop. The store’s owner was so impressed
he suggested the two join forces, he
providing the financing and Rumberg the
technology. and Ability Systems was
founded.
What makes a successful company is gut
instinct. not necessarily location, he said.
"A lot of success depends on intuitiveness,
a sense for business and what it takes to
make a profit. It’s easy to start. hut difficult
to succeed."
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Tomorrow’s Ticket to Success
University’s image boosted
by alumni accomplishments

In Depth ’88
After SJSU: A Future in the
Valley? is a special report on
education, employment and quality -of life issues by students in Journalism
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failing out there, the reputation will soon
wane."
Tedesco, like others, admits there has
been competition between schools within the
Dave Machado is proud of his alma
mater.
Bay Area. "There were periods where the
A 1980 graduate, Machado says his
perception of the quality of the student was
education at SJSU has never prevented him
one of ’I’d rather have a Santa Clara or
from becoming successful. But he does
Stanford engineer,’ but I think that’s
acknowledge that other graduates have
changed now."
developed and maintained an inferiority
Throughout the valley, SJSU is known for
complex about their stints at SJSU.
turning out what Tedesco calls the "primary
One factor contributing to the school’s
workforce" or solid, hard-working
image has been the fame of its neighbors, the graduates. But if it came down between a
University of California at Berkeley and
Stanford graduate and an SJSU graduate,
Stanford University. Despite competition
both with social science degrees. "the
from these big-name schools, Machado
leaning" would probably go to the privateemphasizes, the name on a diploma has
school student. Tedesco says.
nothing to do with the success of himself or
Another hindrance to SJSU may be its
his peers in commercial real estate.
size. Tedesco says. At smaller schools, such
"One is as successful as the other. Truly.
as Santa Clara University. faculty deal more
this is an industry of individual talents.
one-on-one with students. This kind of
Whether or not an individual has a 4.0 GPA
relationship between faculty, deans and
from Stanford doesn’t matter. Being
students has an impact on how the graduate
aggressive and tough does," he says.
sees his or her alma meter, he says.
Still, he agrees there are remnants of a low
What SJSU needs to do is promote its
self-image.
alumni and capitalize on their names.
One problem is students don’t know that
especially local decision -makers of
many SJSU
importance, Tedesco urges.
graduates hold
One campus official who maintains that
important
SJSU fulfills its job in higher education is
leadership
Academic Vice President Arlene Okerlund.
positions in Santa
"The crucial thing is to match the student
Clara Valley,
to the education. Right now we offer a firstsays Machado, a
rate undergraduate degree. We take students
Spartan
who could never go to Stanford." she says.
Foundation board
Rather than compare SJSU to Stanford or
member.
even the Jesuit -run Santa Clara University.
Another
Okerlund says "we both serve a very real
university
need in higher education."
problem appears
One area valley employers see as an asset
to be selfto SJSU is its School of Business.
promotion.
Dean Marshall Burak says the school’s
efforts to maintain good relations with the
"Ninety-nine
Steve Tedesco,
community have worked to the advantage of
percent of the
SJSU alumnus
the whole school.
graduates get out
of that school
"It’s hard to depict the institution with
thinking it didn’t
one reputation. But I think the community is
do anything for them." he says.
more aware of (SJSU’s) value," Burak says.
Machado’s attitude exemplifies SJSU’s
Within the last 10 years valley employers
recent and still -changing image with its
say they have seen a difference in SJSU
graduates and with valley employers.
graduates. Burak agrees, referring to the
Because of this change, competing for jobs
increased standards in grading policies, math
in Santa Clara Valley with graduates of more requirements and computer training within
prestigious universities may not be a losing
the business program as part of the reason.
battle for SJSU students.
Despite the business school’s success,
Pamela Machado, a 1981 SJSU graduate
Burak acknowledges that some students may
and Dave’s wife, also sees the problem.
still feel disappointed attending SJSU.
Because students graduate without finding something he tries to discourage.
out about successful alumni, they don’t
"I encourage them to think of (SJSU) as
develop a good attitude about the university. another university rather than the second
she says. One example is West magazine’s
tier. I try to tell students to make the most of
recent cover story on the Smothers Brothers. where they are," he maintains.
she says. "He said he didn’t go to school, he
Because alumni and valley employers are
went to SJS. That’s why the Alumni
aware of SJSU’s growing reputation within
Association needs to reach people before
specific areas, some students may find it
they leave."
easier to get a job than others.
The article quotes Tom Smothers as
The top employer of SJSU graduates in
saying, "I went to San Jose State. It was a
the valley is Lockheed Missiles 8c Space Co.
For the 1986-87 academic year. the highreal party school."
Now Silicon Valley Bank’s assistant vice
tech defense firm hired 38 applicants from
president of corporate communications,
SJSU.
Pamela says her degree from SJSU has not
"San Jose State is consistently the school
had a negative impact on her career. And as
that gives us the highest number of
students," says Gil Chavez. college
an Alumni Association board member, she
relations coordinator, adding "there’s
plans to continue bolstering the school’s
image.
nothing about (SJSU) students we don’t
In the mainstream of the local political and like."
Two key criteria for Lockheed recruiters
business scene, Steve Tedesco ranks as one
are an individual’s adaptability to the
of SJSU’s successful graduates.
company and matching a person’s
As executive vice president of the San
background with the right job.
Jose Chamber of Commerce, Tedesco
Local employers admit SJSU is known for
mingles with the powerful while keeping an
image.
changing
its engineering and business schools. In
eye on the university’s
Silicon Valley, the land of defense contracts,
"San Jose State has a good reputation
electronics and entrepreneurs, these areas are
with Santa Clara County businesses." he
opening a lot of doors for students and also.
says. But he warns, "if graduates start

Part Three May 3
An Outlook for High -Tech
Finding Your Career
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’If graduates
start failing
out there, the
reputation
will soon
wane.’

Should I
stay or
should I go?
Chris Moore grew up in the
Bay Area. went to school here
and now, after 22 years, must
pack up and move to Seattle
Moore. a graduating senior in
business marketing. has taken
a lob with Sunnyvale -based
Permag Corp. an electronics
distributor The hitch is he must
move to Seattle for three years
before he can return
There seems to be a surplus
of people looking for lobs in
Santa Clara County, Moore
said I see a lot of people I
know having a tough time getting a lob They lust don’t want
to leave San Jose
1111 be good experience
When I get back I II hopefully be
able to go into management "
Moore ’s situation is not unfamiliar to Janet Redding, executive director of SJSU’s Alumni
Association Many graduates
leave San Jose because there
lust aren’t enough jobs in their
fields, she said
’It really depends on what
field you’re in.. Redding said
SJSU sends people all over
ao

Part Two April 25
Facing the Real World
A Changing Valley

But there are other factors you
have to weigh somebmes, like
your social life and your
spouses employment
Factors like these can have
you tossing and turning all night
trying to decide whether that job
offer is worth leaving home But
do you have to leave the county
to find a good rob"?
Diane Moon, a recruiting
coordinator for IBM Corp s
General Products Division in
San Jose, says no
"I’ve been with personnel for
six years and we ve hired many
San Jose Slate students
Moon said I don t see any reason why an SJSU grad would
have to leave the Bay Area
They re very competitive
But even if there are plenty of
engineering jobs in the area,
graduates from all across the
nation are competing for them
"The people that I work with
come from all over the country,
said Kevin Ledford. a 1987
SJSU graduate and an engineer
at General Electric Co s nuclear division in San Jose "But
the guy that does the hiring is a
San Jose State graduate and
he likes to hire SJSU grads
Hewlett-Packard Co hires
engineenng finance and accounting graduates from SJSU
’As far as HP is concerned,
we ve got everything right

here:. said Linda Parrett a production manager at the Palo
Alto -based computer firm
Another profession with a glut
of lobs locally is nursing
Were looking at a nursing
shortage right now said Mary
Altoff -Manning. a professional
nurse recruiter at O’Connor
Hospital in San Jose
The only trouble is that most
of the day shifts are taken. she
said If you re willing to start
out working at night and then
move up to a day position you II
be fine in San Jose
What about the opposite side
of the coin? Are there some
fields where you have to leave
in order to find a O.?
SJSU radio TV film lecturer
Torn Clayton said the lob market for people who want to work
in television is not good at all
Television is a highly competitive area. Clayton said
You have so many schools in
the Bay Area pulling out television people that there simply
aren t enough lobs here
’Many people start off in
places like Redding, then move
to Bakersfield and then to
places like San Francisco and
LA. Clayton said If you’re
good enough someone will
take notice
Len Gutman,
In ()PTO 88

Michael Burke In Depth 88

Spartan alumni Dale and Pamela
Machado believe that their 5,151’ degrees
have helped, not hindered, them in
competing against graduates of inure
prestigious Bay Area universities.

Does SJSU
measure up
in status?
Consider this
U S News and World Report last
year ranked Stanford University as
the best all-around school in the
country. University of California at
Berkeley was in the top 10 SJSU
didn’t even get honorable mention
Its assumed that SJSU is thirdrate because the school does not
concentrate on research like UCBerkeley and Stanford do said Janet
Redding. executive director of
SJSU s Alumni Association SJSU is
a public interest school
Many students here focus their careers on service to society taking
lobs as police officers, hospital administrators, airport managers. and
the like. Redding said

’Now, those positions might not be
as flashy as investment banking,
commercial real estate or Nobel
prize-winning research, but they re
just as important to the community
maybe even more so"
At Stanford officials have a commitment to helping students obtain an
exceptional education. said Audrey
Bernfeld. the university s director of
undergraduate advisement
Sara Boyd guidance director at
Menlo-Atherton High School in Menlo
Park. said for her students. Stanford
is the hardest university to get into
but is also the most popular among
top students
Stanford only accepts 1.200 students a year They can easily accommodate those who apply. around 17.000 annually. but they don t. said
Boyd It is an elitist university
According to Stanford’s institutional
research office. only 14 percent of
undergraduate applicants were accepted for the 1987-88 academic
year Some 26 percent of 13 079 stu-

say some, for the sch(xs1 at large.
"It used to be. about 10 years ago. that it
didn’t have a really good reputation in
enginneering and business. San Jose State
has done a lot to improve engineering and
especially business." said Marcy Connolly.
a 1976 SJSU graduate and now human
resource manager for Varian Associates Inc.
in Palo Alto.
Although she maintains SJSU has always
had a good reputation in the valley for

dents are minorities.
They should accept all of the students maybe then they won’t have a
school full of rather dull people. said
Boyd
Many Menlo students shoot or
UC-Berkeley or out-of-state schools,
she said SJSU and community colleges are seen as a last resort
’A trend I am noticing is that the
Menlo students applying to Cal have
a grade-point average of 3 7 and
higher The students are getting into
the UC system, but not the Berkeley
campus.- she said
At UC-Berkeley. 53 percent of it
862 applicants were accepted into
the UC system. with many deferred
to other campuses Of 31.598 stip
dents. 41 percent are minonhes
According to state law. UC schools
accept the top one-eighth of each
high school graduating class
At SJSU. some 45 percent of 20
505 undergraduate students are minorities SJSU. like other California
State University schools takes the

communications, she insists the school’s
overall image is lacking. 1 still believe that
other schools, like Santa Clara University
and UC-Berkeley, have a higher stand in
people’s minds."
Schools such as UC-Berkeley and
Stanford have tougher admittance standards
and want students with higher Scholastic
Aptitude Test scores and grade -point
averages. Connolly explains. "Not to say
one doesn’t get a good education at San Jose

top one-third of high school graduating classes
SJSU will never compete with
Stanford and UC-Berkeley as research institutions Academic Vice
President Arlene Okerlund has said
’Where we do compete and I believe win is in teaching undergraduate students
Chuck Hammers graduated from
UC-Berkeley with a degree in geophysics After completing his UC education in 1983. Hammers enrolled in
the SJSU masters of business administration program in anticipation of
opening his own business
He never completed the program
because his business Pizza A Go
Go, takes up most of his time and
an MBA isn t going to help me now
Going to both schools gives me a
perspective of the differences between Cal and SJSU he said Cal
has great professors who aren I necessarily great leachers
Deborah J. Kaplan,
In Depth 88

State, because a person gels out of an
education what he wants.’’
Some give credit to the kind of student the
university attracts.
SJSI ’ hadn’t been
’I hear people say .
here I wouldn’t have been able to go to
college. " says Janet Redding. executive
director of SJSU’s Alumni Association. "If
you consider winners as those ssho succeed
on their own initiative and drive without
family support, you’ll find them here."

Prospects await business, engineering graduates
By EDWIN GARCIA. In Depth ’88
eanne Goulding sits patiently in the
/4 upstairs Room 10 of Mal’ s Career
Planning and Placement Center at the
end of March. waiting for a Hewlett-Packard
Co. representative to interview her. He is a
few minutes late.
Goulding, a 21 -year-old senior, plans to
graduate with a degree in marketing next
December and doesn’t think it’s too early to
start job hunting. A manila folder rests on
her lap. She says the HP interview will be
her first career -related one ever.
At 11:35 a.m. Goulding returns with a
confident smile from her half-hour session.
"He was a very nice person." she says of
Jim Fuller. the HP recruiter who interviewed
her, stressing that it was very "relaxed."
Sitting in an outdated red padded chair and
wearing a stylish double-breasted suit,
Goulding mentions one "nice but not vital"
prerequisite to her marketing career: finding
a job in the Santa Clara Valley.
With an unemployment rate of 4.2 percent. Santa Clara County is home to some
775.000 jobs the bulk of them being in
manufacturing and retail trade.
But what are the chances a student like
Goulding, applying for jobs in the valley.
will find an open door with a help wanted
sign at the window?
’I think there’s a lot of hope.’’ says Jerry
Brody. SJSU’s director of career planning
and placement.
Unlike Silicon Valley’s weak electronics

industry of the mid-1980s. which sent workers to unemployment lines, local firms are
hiring, and entry-level college graduates
have (immunities. especially in business or
engineering fields, several employment experts say.
"There seems to be an opening market."
says Ed Tang, campus recruiting manager
for HP, the valley’s third -largest employer.
Last year HP hired more than 20 SJSU
graduates for entry-level positions. Also,
about 3(X) students last year were interviewed for full-time work or summer cooperative education. Tang said, most of which
were computer science and mechanical engineering majors.
avier Perez, a 1979 graduate of SJSU’s
School of Business now working for
J Sun Financial Group, says the job
market in Sun’s Cupertino office is not
crowded.
"There’s plenty of room for a college
graduate to make a career successful here.’
he said, calling the outlook "excellent" for
the next few years.
Out of Sun’s 34 Cupertino employees,
Perez says that about four-fifths attended
SJSU and majored in business -related fields.
Coopers and Lybrand, an international
public accounting firm, has been recruiting
SJSU students twice a year for about 10
years. The outlook for accounting graduates
is very promising. said Bob Harper. director
of personnel. "There’s no question. with
respect to public accounting and with respect
to students majoring in accounting, the

prospects look very, very good.’
Last year, 10 MU students were hired to
fill the entry-level positions at Coopers and
Lybrand. The firm has a San Jose staff of
close to 180 workers and usually hires 20 to
25 entry-level employees each year. Harper
said.
Not all fields are holding up as strongly.
The city of San Jose. for example, has a
workforce of more than 5010 employees.
But for the rest of this year. most city
departments are under a hiring freeze.
according to Gina Farnquist. a spokeswoman
for the San Jose Parks and Recreation
Department.
Normally. Farnquist said, the city hires
SJSU graduates in several fields. But this
year. "it’s pretty tight." she said.
Steven Witmer, director of
communications for Watkins -Johnson Co. of
Palo Alto, a microwave electronics
manufacturing firm and defense contractor,
said the company is hiring graduates for
entry-level positions.
But. Witmer warned, students should he
aware that when applying for positions with
firms which do large amounts of business for
defense, the federal budget affects how
many openings there will be
Goulding didn’t get the HP job. Her
resume was forwarded to another
department, she was told. Not discouraged
and with plenty of time, she’s waiting to hear
about other possibilities.
Like many SJSU seniors, her job search
continues.
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A Report by Seniors in Journalism

In Depth ’88 After SJSU: A Future in the VaHey?
‘When I I applied, the job
stated that a
bachelor’s degree was required.
With an A.A I wouldn’t even
have gotten the interview.’

Where the money is
Monthly salaries by degree, field

James Wallace,
SJSU graduate

Graduates learn that
bachelor’s and master’s
degrees improve options
supervisor. overseeing a crew. of tv,..0
tt hile managing ihe production of an
anaerobic chamber, a test chamber
used by doctors and microbiologists
for growing bacteria that requires an
absence of oxygen.
He also makes design changes in
the chamber when necessary. and
performs technical and field
customer service when called upon.
At a salary of approximately
$.10.000 a year, Godwin is satisfied
his degree enabled him to get an
ahoc aserage paying entry-level
lob. otie that an A.A. degree could
not have. Godwin is fairly. happy.
with where he is right now. but is
eager to move on. to use his degree
in a more challenging position.
"Vv’ith my B.S degree. there is
so much I can do.’ Godwin said.
"The degree got me a good job right
out of college. which not every
graduate can say . and I can take
adt :image of the degree now that
I’ve got some experience to go along
with it.
"I’ve been forced. because
Anaerobe is such a small company.
to do every thing myself. v, Inch is
great hands-on experience. For
example, it I think of something I
could build to help improve my
product. I’ve got to design
Godwin said. ’Then I hat e to make
it my.self and deal personally with
the vendors who supply the parts 1
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FOR LIGHTNING
FAST RESULTS ...

need.
He doesn’t plan on going back to
school for a master’s tlegree in the
immediate future and believes he C1111
go on to bigger and better things
without the added schooling.
Godw in wants to remain at
Anaenthe tbiough the summer,
perhaps apply ing for another
posinon liner
[hal Ill have little
trouble finding lobs." Godwin said.
know vi hat I’m qualified for. and
the degree has been invaluable so
far. It was definitely wimh the
work . ’
Kenneth Ponticelli. band director
at Yerba Buena High School and
head of its music department.
graduated tt ith a bachelor’s degree
in music and a teaching credential in
1986.
Vv’hile Mall), teachers find it
necessary io get their master’s
degrees right away. Ponticelli feels
that it actually would have hindered
him in his search !Or a high school
teaching posilion.
"I started looking for a joh even
before I graduated. and when three
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California’s
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Call from the comfort
of your home.
Messages change
often, so call daily.
Instantly updated.
Open 24 hours.
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And you
may ask
yourself,
"Where
is that
beptiful
job?"
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Country

schools interviewed me. I
considered that a good sign,
Ponticelli said. "I didn’t have any
hassle finding a job with just a
bachelor’s degree, which is what
most high school teachers have.
although many. of them do go back to
schtx)I and take courses beyond their
degrees in tinier to receive pay
increases."
Ponticelli found that because of
the tight budgets of the schools in the
Bay Area. not having a master’s
degree worked to his advantage
"Hiring someone with a inasters
degree means an added stipend of
anywhere from S800 to $1.000, and
for a lot of the schools in this area.
that’s not
ney they’re eager to

positions in landscape companies
while in business tor himself. hut
kepi getting turned down because he
didn’t have a degree.
"I kept sending out Fe111111C1 by
the doiens before I went hack to
school. because I kneu I had the
experience necessary, hir the position
they wanted to fill. but almost every
one of the positions required a B.A.
degree.’’ Wallace said.
’Without one. they wouldn’t
even look at my application. SO that
affected my decision to go to SISU
rather than to junior college. An
associate’s degree just doesn’t cut it,
as I found out.’ he said
ear
Wallace, who has a I
background in gardening and
landscape. now sem es as priiduction
Conte I ..iiidscaping,
manager at
a commercial and resideni lid
t ’Ilion City.
landscaping compan
earning $21 Muria year.
"There’s no doubt in my mind
that my B.S. degree was essential to
my getting this job.’ Wallace said.
"When I applied. the job description
staled that a bachelor’s degree was
required. With an A.A.. I wouldn’t
even have gotten the interview."
As Tor the possibility of retunling
to school for a master’s degree.
Wallace is in no hurry.. saying "a
master’s degree would enable me to
become general manager of 1)el
Conic I andscapint_,. hut that’s it
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Source 1986 Career Planning and Placement survey conducted by the California State
University Chancellor s Office Salary figures are based on new full-time lobs Statistics
could be skewed. the survey takers caution. by low numbers ol respondents in some fields
Inflation should also be considered. they say. Furthermore master s degree recipients
often have more experience in their fields than holders of bachelor s degrees
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Master’s
Degree
$2.634

Bachelor’s

Field
Biological Science
Business Administration
MBA
Accounting
Finance
Marketing
Management
Computer Science Engineering
Computer Science (Math)
Electrical Engineering
History
Nutritional Science
Occupational Therapy
Psychology

shell out. St) an applicant with a
bachelor’s degree is going to suit
then) very. nicely... he said.
Ponticelli plans it) teach high schi.xil music for at least five years
before he motes to the college level,
which will require a master’s degree
or possibly a doctorate.
Pont icelli now, earns about
$26.000 a year, some coming from
performaI ces he gives outside the
school.
For James Wallace. who
graduated in May 1987 with a
bachelor’s degree in political science
With a concentration in public
administration, the decision to return
to school for his degree was a wise
one, he said.
Af ter attending SISU for three
years beginning in 19240. Wallace
quit to resume his gardening and
landscaping business. When back
problems brought that venture to a
halt. Wallace returned to SISU in
19143.
"I had always wanted to get a
degree. so that I could one day run
the landscape business with crev,
doing the work so that I could spare
my back." Wallace said. "I got a
degree in public administration
because it included courses in
management and city planning. both
necessary for my interest in
landscaping."
Wallace had been applying for
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Eshoo: Facilities needed
I von, Iwo I
lime% we’ve read

stories about child,.are-molestat ions. " She considers
licensed centers as being qualified.
F.shoo said she believes the remedy to the poor child care situation is
to pros ide incentives for American
corporations to modernize by making child care facilities on location
for employees.
"There should he good corporate
leadership, because it comes back to
the employer in the end. It has to be
.1 give and take, and there have to be
tax incentives.
’There isn’t a bandage that you’re
._toing to put over (poor child care)
,ind Lis it. There needs to he an infusion of funds to help pay for a part
that parents can’t.’’
Sonneman said that Eshoo has
been involved in re -roofing projects
with various child care facilities to
expand the centers. But Eshoo says
the project that she is most proud of
is the first 24-hour child care center
at San Francisco International Airport.
The child care facility is the first
of its kind in the nation to remain
open 24 hours. The center is designed to care for children of airport
employees.
The center is funded by the labor
unions, airlines, the private sector
.ind others.

len,"

In
the
supervisor’s
closing
statements, she stated voters should
review individual records of candidates who protest that they are in
support of better child care.
"Childcare is a hot issue. See
what they’ve done (for child care),
see if they put their money where
their mouth is." she said.

"I’m very excited and proud of
it," Eshoo said.
The community was asked to
match the amount of money contributed by investors, which was in the
millions. While the final total has
not yet been tallied, there has been
very good response from the public.

Appeals court
S upports
euthanasia

Fees

Eshoo said there is a lot that can
be done to release the burden of
child care. The ABC bill (Acts For a
Better Child care), the first child
care legislation to move through
Congress, is one that will greatly
benefit low-income working parents
and help improve the quality of some
child care centers.
"With the ABC hill. California
would receive $225 million for child
care," Eshoo said. "That’s excellent, since we are getting next to
nothing now.
"There is also Project Reach,
which is a very important program
because it provides care for disabled
children."
Eshoo said the United States dosent have very much to be proud of
now.

SAN JOSE (AP) In an important right -to -die" case, a state appeals court has ruled that a conservator or famil member can order lifesupport systems removed from a patient who is in a coma with no
chance of recovery.

FREE CAMERA
with Ring Purchase

From page I
W. Ann Reynolds asked the California State University Board of Trustees for the right to issue a bond loan
to finish paying for the Rec Center.
A.S. President Michael McLennan and Torn Boothe, director of I
California state affairs, traveled to
Long Beach to lobby the trustees
against giving Reynolds the right to
issue the loan.
On their return they said that a fee
increase would not necessaril
occur.

"I’m a little hit disheartened.’
McLennan said of Fullertons
statement that a fee increase is the
only way to pay off fee increases." I
don’t like anybody saying the fee increase is the only way, because we
don’t have the numbers yet."
Students currently pay $38 per semester for the Rec Center. Fullerton
also said she believes SJSU has been
sufficiently open with students about
the Rec Center’s problems.

"If we don’t invest in our children, we’re going to come up not
only short changed at home but in
the nation." she said. "We pay
more to our animal keepers in zoo’s
than we do to our child care cen-

You Want The Best
PC Values on Campus?

Kodak K400 K lust as easy to get as it is
a limited time order your Jostens college rirt
your Jostens sales representative Or the t
With your ring you will retevea certif rater
to a Kodak K400 camera (real value apt
5591 Mtn Ycor camera will be sent
" ..,1tcate

Irk

’Z-183 Laptop
20MB Hard
Drive

Award winning laptop
PC’s now offered at
drastically reduced
prices to SJSU students,
staff, and faculty for
a limited time only!
Good through
April 30, 1988

The 3-0 decision 1,k, etinesd.i>
the 6th District Court to ppe,iI t
the first in Cahlornia to ill in %,
drawal of life-sustanniqf "lie how a
patient who has not siguoil
ment authoriiing it in ails an, ,

$1599
*
*
*
*
*
*

640K RAM
EMS upgrade
rechargable battery
back lit supertwist displa
serial parallel ports
20 MB drive

Ask about how you can qualify for easy monthly payments
with a Zenith Data Systems Credit Card!
Ind out about educational discounts on
’her Zenith Data Systems products:

Date

APRIL 18-22 Time:10a.m. - 6p.m. Deposit Required

$20

Naeet with your Jostens representative for full details See our complete ring selection on displa, 0 your

, ollee bOOkSiOrP

ow/21m/ data

systems

386 Workstations
Flat Screen Monitors
Low Cost PC / XT Compatibles

Alex Rush
(415) 621-8545

S JS U

,uth Hat...

Department of Theatre Arts
Presents

BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL?

Six Award Winning Films

11111011111
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Call Us! 298-3030
510 S. 10th St.

San Jose

DOMINO’S
PIZZA
DELIVERS"
FREE.

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE
DRIVERS EARN
UP TO S10.00
PER HOUR

Belore you burn out on
Studying pick up the
phone and call Domino’s
Pizza In lust 30 minutes
well deliver hot delicou,
pizza right to your door
No problem’

Hours

ham-lam Sun Thurs
ttam-2am Fri A Sat
OPEN FOR LUNCH

30 Minutes or

Our drivers carry less
than S2000
Limited delivery area

Admission \\ ii Ii Reserved Ticks ts
Call (408)924-4571 or 924-4530

All Showings at Camera 3
San Carlos and Second Street

50 SPECIAL!
Any 16" 2-dem pizza from Dominos Pizza and two cokes tor or
$1050’ Additional items extra Sales tax included One coupon
per pizza Not valid with any other offer Valid at this location
only Expires in two weekS

Fast, Free Delivery’
510 S 10th St
San Jose
Phone 298-3030

I.

FREE

S3 OW

-oz Bottles 75C
Save 2011e On a
016
6 -Pack ot Coke’
.may $360

Wednesday, April 20’"

Tuesday, April 19’"
10:30"" from Japan:
2:00" from Korea.

10:30" from New Zealand Other Halves
Yellow Earth
2:00" from China:

Muddy River
Our Sweet Days of Youth

Thursday, April 21sT
10.304" from Thailand
2:00" from India:
Sponsors:

Gillcable

Hantronix

Butterfly and Flowers
Spices

Metro Cafe

Gail Jones Sanehet

f
’Ono
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Gimme a lift

Ramsey Tarsal,
a member or
Sigma Nu
fraternity. gets a
lift from Aaron
Barrett. a
member of Delta
Sigma Phi
fraternity, while
fooling around
at the volleyballa-thon at South
Campus. The
even was part of
t ;reek Week.
Matthew E
Durham
Daly staff
photographer

World torture film promotes
’conspiracy of hope’ platform
To create student awareness, the
campus chapter of Amnesty International will show a 10-minute documentary about torture in the world,
followed by The Who’s movie "The
Kids are Allright .
Wednesday’
night.
Susie Salminen, chairwoman and
founder of the chapter, said they put
The Who’s popular movie together
with "Torture in the ’80s" to attract
people to the event.
The movies will be shown at 10
p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Admission is $2, of which SI will
support Amnesty’s activities. The
other half of the proceeds v, ill go to
the Associated Students Program

Board, which is co-sponsoring
event.
The chapter was founded last
mester after a representative of
organization spoke to students in
residence halls, Salminen said.

Agency
TWIN/WAX
dents created radio spots and print
ads, while studying markets and demographics.
’It shows you how much you’’,..’
really learned,’’ Luke said.
You
have to use what you know."
"It’s probably the best experience
I’ve ever had. added Tammy Curnn, an account executive. "It’s like
working out in the field."
Each member of the group assumed a job title and contributed 550
for expenses. The advertising department will provide any- needed

the
sethe
the

ters to governments and embassies
of countries where prisoners are
being tortured or otherwise cruelly
punished.

"After that, people kept coming
up to me and asking if we were
going to have a meeting," she said.
"I knew about Amnesty and I
wanted to get involved . . . so we
had a meeting."

Information for the letters is sent
to the chapters by Amnesty’s U.S.
headquarters in Colorado. Salminen
said. The organization is non-political and non -religious and objects to
human rights abuses in all countries,
regardless of their relationship to the
United States.

About 50 students joined the club
and some 20 of those are active
members. Salminen said.
Members meet every Thursday
night and write "urgent action" let-

Two regional directors of Amnesty International will address the
chapter at the 7 p.m. meeting Thursday in room 139 of the Art Building.
Katarinri Joithoit

funds for the rest of the competition.
George Coakley. the advertising
professor
who’s
advising
the
agency, sees the competition as a
stepping stone to future careers.
"It’s a really prestigious thing for
these students to win. he said, adding that the school gets an ego boost
as well. "We’re on the track to win
It again."

tions.
"We fought a lot. People really
got emotional about it." Luke said,
adding that sometimes ’you have to
really bite your tongue to keep from
lighting."
Because not every idea could he
used, some egos were bruised, she
said. But by keeping the client in
mind. "we managed to keep our
heads clear."
Still. both Luke and Currin agree
the agency has managed to overcome its problems. The experience,
they feel, has been worth it.
"Somehow we all managed inn
stick together as a team." said Luke,
still maintaining that "There’s a lot
of work still ahead of us,’’

In 1977 and 1985. SJSU student
agencies won the national competition. To Coakley’s knowledge, no
other university has won twice.
Along with prestige and valuable
experience, Branscome, Ridge and
Cun-in have encountered the darker
side of real -life work conditions.

Package
From page /
week at the national level of the
competition in Charleston. South
Carolina.
"Cleanliness of (Shaw’s) execii
tion is far superior to other pack
ages." said John Franck. froni
House of Packaging. "It is all done
ery well.
Fifteen schools are participating in
the nationwide competition, which
asked participants to design a box 14,1
the dryers. judging each entry on six
criteria:
Innovation
Does creativity in
graphics. construction or use 40
materials result in noticeable improvement’?
Marketing/Communication Po
tential Does the entry identify and
sell the products features?
Machineahility
Does the design allow tor mass production? Is
there efficient use of materials?
Construction
Does the entry
protect the product, allow for easier
handling, usage and lend itself to
display?
Craftsmanship Was the sample entry assembled neatly?
Can the materials
Ecology
used be recycled and are they Nodegratleable?
Judges of Thursday’s contest appeared impressed with all 13 of
SJSU’s package entries.
’This year’s entries are a big improvement over last year. Mozley
said.
"There is a lot more interest
here, Clark said. "SJSU would receive all A’s and R’s for their entries. What we saw last week at
Long Beach should get D’s and
.

Transit
You miss her sparkling
sense of humor. She misses
you and your jokes. Even the
bad ones. That’s one good
reason to call long distance.
AT&T Long Distance Service
is another good reason:Because it costs less than you
think to hear your grandmother start to giggle before you even get to the
punch line.
So whenever you miss
her laughter, bring a smile
to her face with AT&T Reach
out and touch someone

f mmt page
said she thinks the plan will help n
duce SJSU’s parking problems
"If we start getting students 4.1.
buses, we’ll take some of the de
mand out of the parking situation I
The reason why they are charging’.
for a parking space is because the
have a monopoly . It’s like any other
monopoly."
SJSU is not scheduled to beg it,
making plans for another parking ga
rage until 1993, McLennan said.
The meeting with Diridon. Iasi
week, was the second time student.
met with local government official,
to discuss SJSU’s traffic and park in c
problems.
On- Monday. Assemblyman Joh!,
Vasconcellos, 1)-San Jose, who v. ,t.
visiting campus to speak on the subject of illiteracy, met briefly with
McCarthy and Kirmsee to discuss
the parking fee increase and other
problems.
Diodon wil have a family intere,1
in helw SJSU solves its problen,
when his son. Rod Jr.. becomes a
student here next semester.
Will Rod Jr. ride the light rail and
CalTrans to school?
"We don’t have very good access
from our house." the elder Diridon
said. "But he’ll probably live on
campus, anyway."

Dukakis leads Bush
in California poll
MasSAN FRANCISCO
sachusetts Gov. Michael Dukakis
leads Vice President George Bush by I
50 percent to 4() percent among California voters in a simulated matchup
of the leading presidential contenders, according to the results of a new
statewide survey.

If you’d like to know more
about AT&T products and
services, like the AT&T Card,
call us at 1 800 222-0300.

Kim Cohen University of Wisconsin. Class of 1990
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SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
for SJSU student, faculty and staff
organizations. Items may be sub
mined on forms in the Daily office,
Dwight Bente! Hall Room 208, but
will not be accepted over the phone.
The deadline for the next day’s
paper i.v noon.

A.S. Leisure Services: International
Tennis Tournament sign-ups. 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Student Activities Office. For information call 924-5966.
Asian-American Spring Festival:
Cultral Day. Noon -I p.m. Amphitheater. For information call 9245750.
TODAY
Campus Democrats: Students for
(’Iube Lusitanla: Demonstration of Gore Committee Meeting. 5-6:30
Portuguese folk dancing. Noon at p.m. S.U. Costanoan Room. For inthe S.U. Amphitheater. For informa- formation call 926-8125
tion call 262-8044.
TUFSDAY
AIESEC: Presentation by U.S. Campus Crusade for Christ: TuesGeneral Accounting Office. 2:30-3 day Night Live. 7:15 p.m. Dudley
p.m. in S.U. Almaden Room. For Moorhead Hall 150. For information
information call 924-3453.
call 277-8463.
AIESEC: Alternate general meeting Enviromental Resource Center:
with guest speaker. 2-3 p.m. in S.U. Lecture Presentation. 7:30-10 p.m.
Almaden Room. For information S.U. Loma Prieto Room. For inforcall 924-3453.
mation call 924.5467.
SJSU SANE/FREEZE: Awareness Enviromental Resource Center:
Film Festival. 12:30 p.m. in S.U. Earth Day ’88. 10 a.m.-3 p.m. in the
Guadalupe Room. For information Art Quad. For information call 924call 224-8408.
5467.

India Students Association: Sec
and general members meeting.
Noon-1:30 p.m. S.U. Guadalupe
Room For information call 7295763.
Social Dance Club: Weekly dance
practice and general meeting. 4-7
p 111 For information Cali 279-9680.

Berke Breathed
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WEDNESDAY
ianta’.s and Straka Club: Open
gaming area: bring games and meet
players. 6-11 p.m. S.U. Upper Pad.
For information call 377-5349.

Battle rages over prefix

Isaac Newt

Sheila Neal
IT’S

SANTA CRUZ (API - McDharma’s - a vegetarian, fast-food outlet that is the ultimate California,
New Age" restaurant - is continuing its battle with McDonald’s corporation over use of the "Mc" prefix.
The Santa Cruz restauntunt serves
vegetarian "hot dogs and "chicken
burgers," both made from tofu.
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Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
NEED

MEDICAL INSURANCE, We
hew plans with quality coverage

at affordable prices Call Mark Fit
Ice, Washington National Insur
once 14081 943-9190 tore no obit
gallon quote
NEW BILINGUAL BULLETIN BOARD’
Find love romanc, adventure or
friend. or sports or social partners Declare your love or loll it to
the

world!

2002.02

Call

now

(408)976

toll if any

DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now! Saw your Meth eyes
and money too For information
office or

& poor,

tunnies for social action We are
located at 160 N 3rd St Join us
Sundays at 11 00 or call 292-3158

AUTOMOTIVE
S1250 bo
9957 for details

Call

972.

77 HONDA CIVIC Rebuilt engine new
parts. runs good. $850 bo Call
7324391, must sell’
76 VV4 RABBIT for sale Engine good.
asking $9506o Call 279-2152,
must salt’
it BUG. NEEDS SOME WORK, but
overall good. reliable car $600.
1689252 lv mess for Pup

COMPUTERS
PC-COM PC.COM PC-COM."’ 113M AT XT compatibles and acces
sores Located at 2515 S King
Road Call 238-1038 Special 6’.
oft for SJSU with ID
HPI50

515510r smart proprofeasional students with minimal spine time
Represent the nation’s leading
Test Prep Company Be
Kaplan
Student Rep, Earn your tuition Or
the GMAT LSAT MCAT or the
GRE and more’ Call Jessica at
(415) 927 1115 for more inform.

PC

Lir 2-3 5
drives
touch
screen. MS DOS. Lotus 8 many
more MO be 279-0902 lv msg

FOR SALE
MATTRESS SETS’ NEW’ TWIN 185
full $95. queen $145. king 5168 or
both Meow Frames avail Mtn

FREE RENT

SALARY’ Help Male

quadriplegic Lyre. nice Sunny-

lance work Must have some otperence with design
layout
paste-up

etc

Call Linda at WM.

HIRING" Government lobs, your area
Many

Immediate
openings.
Call (602)838$15,000-568 000
E1885 ext 4250
LANDSCAPING WRK 2-3 days wk
Flex hrs 575
per day plus gas
Must be clean cut, very dependable. have own truck irr hitch Call
Paul (415)964-2985 or 226-0511

IS 50-S6 405,
$7138-58 60 hr

Lifeguards,
managers

PROGRAMMABLE YAMAHA KEYBRD

Pool
Call

942-2470
LOOKING FOR LUNCH WAITRESS"
Nobu s Japanese Restaurant, 4th
8 Jackson Call 2974944.
MANAGEMENT INTERN

The

City of Sart Jose is aCCeptIng applications tor the position of Man
agernen1 intern Interns assist the
City Manager end depl heads in
organizing. developing and evaluating City services and progroom Salary is $213,764 yr Requires completed MA degree in
Public Admin . Business Admin .
or closely related field by 7 1 08
Resumes will be reviewed and
evaluated or personal interviews
Resumes must include

honors

extra-curricular activities
names and telephone numbers of

and

3 references lone mull be a fao
ulty member) official undergraduate and graduate transcripts
3-5 page typewritten paper on
why you am seeking this position
Final tiling date is 5 20 88 Send
resumes to Bob Allen, City of San
Jose Personnel Dept .901 N First
14091277-4204

anm.cord 6 stand Bought in
Jan -only used 5 times’ Has in
structions Call Diane at 296-5617

MODEL SEARCH’ All ages, high lash.
ion TV commercial print work
start CL Armco. call 374-6090

THE BREAD 8 ROSES BOOKSHOP is
unique bookstore specializing
In books oo history
current

NEW BILINGUAL BULLETIN BOARD’
Find love romance adventure or
friends tor sports or social partners Declare your 1000 0, tell 11 10

events. labor, Black Americans
Chicanos.
Asian -Americans
worn.,
Marxism
Written by
Blocks. Chicanos Asians labor
activists. Marxists We also have
In English. Soviet texts in the socel sciences You wont find our
books, posters and records in
Other stores In the valley in addi
lion

we have fiction

and

chit

dren’ books

Located at 950 5
First SI . Sort Jose 13 blk south of
#2110) Call 294-2930 for hours

the world’ Call now 14061 976.
1011 11 any
2002. $2
OT PT. RN or" S6 SO hr to help dis,
abed grad vir health care AM’s
7Th, SS, MWF 356-2716
POSMONS

PARTTIME CHILDCARE

available immediately $5-$13 hr
Northern California Nannies 1415)
949-2933

1967 KAWASKI JET SKI, red. appr 20

PART-T1ME, FULL TIME JOBS avaiii
able’ Never ate, Call BEST Tern.
porary Services. 9841340 for de-

hrs ilk* new Quick turn stewing.
$2750 firm 292-2841 John

secretwies,
Typists.
tails
receptionists.
laborers.

HELP WANTED

PREPARE

CAN YOU COMMUNICATE" Con you
convince others 01 your ideas and
abIlItiesn Leern how and earn
good money at the ear. time
Flexible evening and weekend

DIVORCES

BANKRUPT.

CIES & other paralegal deco.
meths Secretarial typist post
Iron, pt time 20 hre Cell 297-4776

OPPORTUNITY with
largest Insurance company

3rd
We

need reliable stable people Inter
*sled In owning their own bull
nese We provide sales 6 man
ligament training 8 a guerenteed
Income when qualified Call David
lecher or Dick Adams at 37I

TEACHERS,
PART
TIME Hrs 24PM M.F ECE Is re-

quirt., pays $6 hr Call 296-0883
READER DRIVER’ Salary negotiable
For more information call Cart

local stores

Well work around
school schedules but must haw 2
mornings. week opening avail,

COUNSELORS’ Group home tor culls tic chili/. Varied hours and
or psych & re
shifts Great Ep
Mted soc service student Cell M
P.9.5 at 377-1494
RSSFOODSERVERS. COOKS HOST.
ESS, CASHIERS, and busboys
always
Is
Callenders
Mare
enthusiastic
looking for nw.
workers to loth our team Apply at
2131 Meriden Ave or cell 21357130 for appointment
FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOL
ARS" Intl businesses and investors seek foreign nationals with
Mat hand knowledge of economic, business, scientific, and
polllical conditions in home coon.
try for consulting assistance For
into, tend resume to BCS Intl
700 St Marys PI Suite 1400 San
Antonio, To 79205 or call (600)
628-2928, Eat 856
FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOL
AR!. Intl Wane/ewe end Inver
to,. seek foreign nationals with

TELEMARKETING

FOR

BROKER.
part-time evenings,
1750 hr salary plus bonus Call
Marty Diamond, Sheers. Leh-

bilities FT PT positions available
early weekday
mornings, alternoons, weekends, 8 overnight

TUTOR NEEDED’ Math 71 Will pay
$511, DESPERATE. Pease call
Michele at 277-8182

meth

Call or apply in person
Fashion Center Estringe

DJ’s
MeV
San Jose ask for Laurie Gray at
238-5701
SECURITY

OFFICERS PROCESS
SERVERS" FT PT security officers-

all

shifts

process servers

FT PT owning
We will train

Apply in person MonFri RAM IPM 260 Meridian Ave Si .266
5880
SECURITY RECEPTION all shale It pt
$548 hr to start Full benefits. no
...hence needed Apply VAN.
GUARD SECURITY

3212

Scott

Blvd between Olcott & San Tomas Santa Clara Call 727.9793
SHIPPING RECEIVING CLERK open
log at Varian image Tube Division
Requires 2 yrs wren.. in
stores, ship roe or eq., plus
ability to lift 50165. fork lift cerliti,
cal* and California driver
cense Must be U S citizen Cali

SUMMER JOBS -.NOW. Learn better
communications end [’trebles%
ski. Work flexible evening and

700 St Minya P1, Suite 1400 San

weekend

414493-1800, ext 445

hours

Paid

training’

(41517964497

orientation and U $ citizen no
gutted Call 415-493-1800, ext
445

Lel ’5 60 AMP itt Wit
?ANTS OFF 7HE .37 tall’

RESEARCH

WEDDING

PHOTOGRAPHED
professional, high quality

by
budget price, free information
Call 371-7887 ask tor SJSU di, -

appointment

BOOKSTORE

AAA AA CCURAC Y

DOROTiell

Call Linda

ACHIEVEMENT

Available

seven days wetly
Quick turnaround All work guar
ante. Thanks
A 1.1 SECRETARY

with computer
Clow to school Available night
and day Rush lobs are my spec.
silty Call Pam at (408) 2255025 225-9009

ABSOLUTELY

ACCOMSpecializing In

resume it & cover letters I look
toruerd to warring your typing
needs this semester Hriy rates
30 m
5 00 pm
Jane 2515942
ABSTRACT WE RE NOT-leher quality
accuracy guaranteed Academic
typing our speciality Free proo
firm disk storage
Reasonable

with papers reports thews (especially science) etc el 251.49
ACADEMIC

Classified
cession experience Letter quality
printing Very competitive rates
discount wrth
Students receive
ID Access Date -281-4182 ask for
Teresa

ACCURATE

PLISHED Typist
all academic typing
including
APA formal, term papers theses

TYPING WORD

PROCE

RESSING Thwis work a specialty Exp... counts. Group
papers welcome Slanderd & microwns.. transcription
Free
disk storage and generous STUDENT DISCOUNT 17 years experience Call Chrystel at 9234461
APA FORMAT, term paper thesis welcomed 10 years typing word pro-

CALL LINDA TODAY" Avoid the rush’
Reserve now for your term pe
pens group protects, thews. etc
Profession*, word pr.essing
free disk storage Quick return, all
work guaranteed Cease. IranAlmaden,
availabe
scription
B ran.. area 7 daya week Call
264-4504
DO YOURSELF A FAVOR’ Take ad
vantage of our expertise Top sec
retwial service for all your WORD
proceesing nwds Graphics let
tars manuscripts reports re
surfeit term papers, theses We
alaIm provide disk storage, editing
grammar

and

well

checking
or printing

PS Laser printing
from your dish Special discount
for faculty and students Call
Printy WORDWORKS et 1409)
213. WORD or 253-WORK
ENTERPRISE

WORD

PROCESSING

Thesis specialists Also term papers. manuscripts screenplays
resumes, repetitive letters Iran.
w ription Free SPELCHEK copy

edit disc storage Quick turn
wound Santa Clara Call 24E-

WORDPROCESSING
EVERGREEN
Term papers $1 75 p Ill sp nod
proofed Small business writers
mailing lists flyers newsletters
Instructor
protects
welcome
Quality thereon*. On campus
Pickup delivery Call 1401 274-

244-8907, extension 401

1

TERM PAPERS BY MAIL", We take
your draft sit & type you party 6
get down Laser output & spell
proofed Call 1134.1 Pubs at 945

251-4665

tect and misc reports Resumes
and cover letters Free spelling
check
Letter quality printers
Conmetilme rates 735-9845 IS.)
Sunnyvale

resumes letters group
protects manuals theses etc All
academic formats & APA Free
thsk storage SPELCHEK punc.
twatec grammar insistence All
reports

PROFESSIONAL

Three

Days
54 75
$5 55
$635
$7 15
80

Four
Days
$5 00
$580
$660
$740

WORD

PRO-

CESSING"

12 years secretarial
experience No lob too large or
too
small
Rate
Student
512 56 6, Reg 51000 hr Hours

work guaranteed For that protes
slonal. quick & dependable worry
free eervIce at its best with IF
FORDABLE RATES. call PAM at

8 30-5 PM

(afternoon hours by
appointment) Call An. al 912-

2474841 (Sant. Clem) STUDENT
a FACULTY DISCOUNTS,

4992

GOOD TYPIST" Reiseoneble rate.
Call Eve W 251428S or 272-5033
Will pickup and cellver

RESUMES ONLY $25". FREE con
Imitation FREE delivery Call 256
9282

LASERJET OUTPUT Years of expert
en. serving SJSU faculty and

RESUMES

TYPING - WRITING Bay

areas el service 40 years expe-

students

All work guaranteed
Specislizing in word perfect and

rience
Career
Consultations,
Seminars All lob areas C ete

Five
Days
$520
$600
$680
$760

TYPING."
Call

REASONABLE
PATTI

at

14081

TYPING

Term papers. them Resumes and rush lobs ore my Wmciattles Turn your handwritten
draft Info polished work Bible’
gravities footnotes a snap on my ,
word processor Special student
Isles

Phone

192.0693

WORDPROCESSING

REPORTS le*
tem resumes manuscripts legal
Edittng evailethe Have two de.
press Reasonable roles Can 570
1379

WORD
PROCESSING
CAMBRIAN
AREA" IS yrs experleoce Cheap
and fast’ SI 75 per pogo double
sowed. St 75 per page single
space Call 9719254

Ad Here

111111111111 I_I_Il III

Semester Rates (All Issues)
Phone: 924-3277

Call 296-0931"
EYECARE

AT SUNRISE EYEWEAR
Fr.. and lenses from $37. Dr
Quality

Chnetopher

and fast service at eerernely low
price Complete eye exam Incl.
check

complete

Circle a Classification:
Announcements
Help Wanted
Automotive
Housing
Computers
Lost and Found
Fop Sale
Personals
.1.1.11111M111

I
II

11_111_11111111 II
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Name

Phone

Address

-

City &Stair

us

Zip

Days

Lines

For

$ENO CMGS. MONEY MOEN

Services
Ste, e0
Travel

Typing

Oiwitad OaklesaladDemi 0a112111

OA CASH 10
SPARTAN DAILY

CLASSIFIEDS

San Jose State Unrversrty
San Jose

California 95192

Deadline

leave

messagel

Professional HAIR
only permanent

method Ask about the soficial
discount for Spring Complimentery consolation by appointment

RATES"
246-5633

Sento Clara area

Si 05

$I

: 9

3941 977-7999 beeper

11_11111

Si 20

’

university Call 292-4047

1111111111111111
Each
Extra
Day
$ 90

Enclosed

Inc gisticorne

pendable Only 12 minutes from
campus Pickup wallet. Sally at

/Count approxfmately 30 letters and spaces for each hnel

10 14 Lines $63 00
5 9Lines $46 00
15 (’(us L Ines $80 00

Gwen Chahar.. R F
559-3500. 1645 S Bascom C
Hair Today Gore Tomorrow ’

the

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE." Proles:
worel typing & business ser
ices Fast reasonabe & near the

NEED HELP," Call S 0 S ’" E aperient. professional typing service tor term papers group Len

3684 )leave message)

Print

My Care

removal,

LUCID EDITORIAL SERVICE ’Typing
writing assistance editing typing
of reports M.SC. etc
Lase,
printer Affordable accurate de

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
academic business legal word
processing needs Term papers

Ad Rates
lAsnimum three lines on one day
Two
One
Day
Days
it .PS $3 55 $4 35
4 I ines
$4 35 $5 15
5 nes
$5 15 $600
6 Ernes
$595 $680
I ach Additional I one Add $

Center 2444070

word Coll PJ at 9242309

5625

Print Your

years old please call Palmer Col logo of ChiroprectkWeel at 1408

ELECTROLYSIS’

flys

DILLWEEDI

ACKNOWLEDGEABLE In typing tsar, tops
Trust TONY 296-2087 Thanks
St .SO per peg* double spaced

SERVICES

bikini, tummy mousMcle. etc)
15% discount to students and Mcuity Call before May 31, 1911 and
get your hrst wpt at I 2 wt.
Unwanted Hair Disappears With

MR MANSON . I M GE RALI00
RIVERA ata.
IONS
ASSOCIAD DOROTHY

AND I CAN DO
IT AS WELL AS
AAN MAN!

ACCOUNTABILITY

BACKACHE’’, FREE treatment as
part of research protect II you
have had low back win for more
than 6 months and are 20-3S

BARE IT ALL! Stop shaving, waxing,
tweezing or using chemical 4e9111tortes Let me permanentty
move your unwMed hair (chin.

STIR AT SAN QUENTIN

&Et, TtIAT 5our906,’’CON,I10,113U DONYI

YOU FINALLY FOUND il

+Ands and evenongs
280-5181

SELF-CONFIDENCE

FREE CAMERA with pinch*. of Jos.
tens Claw Ring’
April
lath
through
22nd
at
SPARTAN

FOR
Nits-MAWIE
5590u1,0 SC140

look and BE their beat in no tnme
at ell, Hrly rates Student dlo
count
P U 6 delivery
Av.

PERSONALS

UNWANTED HAIR removed forever
Confident.
335 S
Baywood
Ave San Jose. call 247-7486 tor

K1NDA DlIkegROUS THIS ISM STORY

CHARLES MANSON WIT/10E115M
ItivF_RA ON TV!!

A --

We re fast, dependable, grammar
wise collage grads So call us

CLINIC..

1,3N. GUS, WHAT, 1 P00,01144
ViLtvilEEP GET To Go AND INT(RYIE

professional MOW’ Al 90 words
minute. 1000 make all your papers

$550 rno

support group Thursday evenings, li
rens. therapist. 255-7211

.

Wanda Folk

Laugh Lines

an experlenced, affordable

campus,

12000 GETS YOU frorn that no gain
rent & into your own mob.
home Ernie 371 1664 249.5100

05#96
Bios!

TYPING
AAAAAA

-LARGE CLEAN QUIET 2 bedroom, 2
bath apt near campus w secure
parking
mo, 275-1945

security deposit Car.
port, walk to campus. 279-8075

ccme att.’

insistence

5036
YOUR

ROOMMATE

5100 deposit Move in May 1 2
blks from campus Cell 279-8850
ask for Charron or Susan

0

oierze 15voue
orr-Husmism?

CARCANAt5, 14 HAtIlfP
?H tflOetriliA c/4614c,
AMP Pyl,ftwE
tt5f
Vitt 15

Ghostwriting All subpects (Malified write. Resumes Re-writ
Mg Catalog Berkeley (4151 841.

971.7476. perfect for dorm @Mot

WANTED to
share bedroom in 2 bdrm apt
Pool, laundry new furniture carpets and lie $200 per month.

....

SERVICES

Academic thesis

CLOSE TO CAMPUS 1 bedroom, 1
bath, oft street parking 5.475 Call
Went

,0

at reasonable rates Call Desiree
or Phil al 249-2820 or 922-7359
WRITING

Licensed agent

licensed

4

Productions

provides wide varety of music
for your wedding party or dance

HOUSING

API TO SUBLET’ Large 1 bdrrn Victorian across frm SJSU
Fully
froahd
3-4 moo
in summer
$355 rim
cure for FAT CAT call

4

Michael Sherman.

DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel formerly of KSJS
You’ve got the party, we’ve got
Michel

*

---,
0

41-

.

kibblefritz

Cherie al 2714099

music

#

e

PROFESSIONAL

AFFORDABLE 2 BEDROOM. 1 BATH"
Carport, wee to campus, no pets,
1.595 rho Call 224-3939 766-8840

ELECTROLYSIS

s

THEATER!....L.c.-:"’
o
o
ii 4k

." A.,

get and deluxe peckages horn
$299 You keep the negatives Call

the

DESCARTS AND HIS
INFLUt.NQE UPON
Tr
50u,._,. ___.10Ef. _ j.c;._,._j-f?
-

WA

PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORIES’ Let me
capture your weckling memories

shift, greveyerd 6 weekend shift
(F S.S.M) RAM to 7 30 PM) Phyo
Ica, electronic or mechanical

Great career advanco
Various locetion
South

Bay area Qualitications enthu.
Weslic person neat wooer..

level Sessions 1 4 to 1 hour Call

VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIVISION has
full time openings for autorneted
VAC EOPMT OPRS on swing

friends for sports 3r social part.
nets Declare your love or tell it to
the world. Call now (4089762002. $2
toll If any

tiques

(

Math
problems
solved tutoring by phone at any

shifts 16-57 25 hr Call for appli.
cation. & information 3744224

BUILDING

164

MATH.PHONE

ties for adolescents and young
adults with autism 6 related disa-

rent nr

14151

1020

TRAINING SPECIALIST Direct care
staff needed for residential facili-

for

phone

with quality photos for less" Bud-

ern or stock clerks on short ter
assignments N OWE Call us at
Tailored inventory 749-0240 Monday through Friday

2 BDRM apt

Al

possible Easy method Warta you
earning quickly For Informative

TIE UP THOSE loose ends, Earn extra
IS as inventory counters, kit pull -

FEMALE

":(.....,,

LEARN HOW TO EARN MONEY My
assistance makes steady Income

man Hutton at 9442256

224.3939 786-8840.

E

notv. 405 E Santa Clara St at
9th. call 995-0498 We speak Viet.
nerves*. Spanish IL Chinese

appointment.

"NOW .. HOW DO I
-1’
PAGETRpUg7:itt,40SAtC

L OF tlYSEF4 i N

coned SJSU students 6 staff always have 10%. on Call for appi

STOCK-

SALES 8 MANAGEMENT’
Men 8 Women, fashion boo

RETAIL

try for consulting assistance For
into, send resume to RCS Intl

hand

eves Down S J great cause’ Call
Ray at 947.7778 Help make history

I’VE REALLY SCREWED4 (ICATHERINE PROMS& ri-Nit) I HAVEN’T
EVEN STARTED My
TIME
SGUP
NIHT,iiTHIS
i
WONT EVEN TALK
REPORT YET,
FTra li,NgrORE

Open 7 days a week insurance
and Medical are warmly net

CANVASS.
CONCERTS, FUN. Wont for Thomas
Jefferson Up to $20 hr. ahrn

Interested

nonsmokers

knowledge of economic, business. scientific, End
political conditions in home coun

flret

voice IS personality Call Jerry at
998-4526

NEW BILINGUAL BULLETIN BOARD’
Find low romance adventure or

call at 4/6-5636

ture Cl 435-1344. Its* for Janet

TELEMARKETING" Appointment setting Part time, $200 VW POSSI.
BLE. DAILY CASH Walking dis-

Mary at 986-1750
RED EYE Is looking for assistant man.
wpm lull time & pert time In our

ability

4663
OFFICE CLERK NEEDED tor nights
and weekends Flexibe hours
For more info call Russell a Furni-

Extended
day 124 PM daily Most hare ECE
units, good pay benefits
Cell
TODAY 723-9360

Angelo Lopez and Alex Sheikman

Dumbar Pig

by the leading designers Super
thin lenses for high power Re

TEACHERS PRESCHOOL’

PRESCHOOL

hours. Call 924-1129
CAREER

contact Mose service tor family
Fsshion frames and sunglasses

TELEMARKET,

GRAPHIC ARTISTS NEEDED for free-

St. Am 207. San Jose. Ca 96110

View. (4151988.1346

Start your climb to the TOP Call
Mitch .1 924.1129

tance from campus Afternoon &
evening shifts available Good

non

LIFEGUARDS Seasonal & year round
positions available now Salary

81 FORD ESCORT GLX. light blue. el
cellent running condition. clean 8
affordable

78205 or call (800)

6235

WE DON T HAVE THE ANSWERS. but
that’s OK We are a church community that yokes the individual
search for ones own truth The
FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH of
San Jose otters creative services
stimulating discussion

Tx

vale apt, Don at 730-1461

STUDENT

and brochure see AS
call (408)371.6811

Antonio
642-5254

Two days prior to publication

Consecutive publication

dates only

No refunds on cancelled *de
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100 BAD SHE DIDN’T KNOW WHAT 10 DO.
Too bad she didrit know that 9 out of 10 sexually active women, not using contraception,
will be pregnant by the end of one year"
That includes those who thought
it was a "safe time of the month,
who didrit want to ruin the moment,
didrit want to see a doctor.
And those relying on the effectiveness of a last minute prayer.
If you could imagine a method
of contraception without the
interruption of the diaphragm,

the mandatory office visit required by the Pill,
and the mess of some other methods, you
might be able to imagine using
it. Consistently.
The Todayfi Contraceptive
Sponge.The safe, effective, overthe-counter contraceptive that
doesrit get in the way of your
love life.
1.1271T"""
Use it. Because birth control
is more than just a really
good idea. It’s a fact of life.

14

C)I987

VLI Corp Today is a registered trademark of VLI Corporation
*Contraceptive "kchnology, 1986-1987,

